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Primary User Request ID Requester
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Date

Request Description

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-00039-A Barton, David 1/9/2012 See Attachment. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-00040-A Barton, David 1/6/2012 RE: FOIA Case 2011-01757-F, Appeal of Denial Determination of 15 Nov 2011 Enclosed please find a pdf 
file containing the appeal of David F. Barton in the above-captioned FOIA case and a copy of the denial 
determination. A copy of this appeal with an attachment containing all previous case related 
correspondence has also being filed this day via email with ACC FOIA at acc.foia@langley.af.mil and has 
been assigned number 2012-00039-A. Please direct all correspondence regarding this appeal to 
dfbarton@gardner.sa.com

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-00055-A Patch, Jim 12/12/2012 Requester is appealing the (b)(4) exemption for the entire document. He has requested releasable 
portions be released in accordance with AFMAN 33-302. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-00135-A Oara, Ruben 6/28/2012 Dear Air Force Secretary, I am requesting an appeal to FOIA case number 2012-04196-F. I was given the 
information requested concerning Air Force ACC Flying Evaluation Board (FEB) statistics, but the 
information I requested was innaccurate, and thefore according to the Basis for Appeal, I take this to be a 
"Failure to Respond," as I saw no other close descriptions. According to the document I received from 
Mrs. Wharton of the ACC FOIA Office, there has only been 1 FEB processed by Creech AFB within the last 
5 years. I know this not to be the case because in the last year alone I know there have been at least 3 
FEBs processed at this base (including my own). There may have been even more. The primary reason I 
even began this inquiry to determine Air Force wide FEB statistics is due to a perception I along with 
several of my colleagues believe to be an unusual high number of FEBs convened at this base. When I 
called her office, she explained to me that I would have to submit an appeal to the SecAF in order to 
review this case even further. I am humbly requesting that the ACC FOIA office thoroughly reveiw the 
statistics given to me or at the very least solicite accurate information concerning Creech AFB. Thank you,
Sir. Sincerely, Capt Oara 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-00146-A Zaldivar, Jose 7/18/2012 Appealing denial of records because no exemption provided. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-01361-F Tyrel, Matthew 1/6/2012 Any available records pertaining to the treatment and/or evaluation of Kyle Long from early 1982, 
particularly in February or March of that year.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-01407-F Patch, Jim 1/10/2012 Requester is asking for a copy of the ACC F35 Ejection Seat Alternatives Cost Analysis Study, conducted 
by Booz Allen Hamilton. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-01408-F Billings, Bob 1/10/2012 Request copy of F-35 Ejection Seat Alternativec Cost Analysis Study by Air Combat Command 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-01547-F Spiegel, John 1/18/2012 Request records of former AF member JESSE CADE NOAH, last assigned to Moody, separated from AF in 
2011. ALL DOCUMENTS PROVIDED MAY BE REDACTED AS NEEDED. Please provide documents of any and 
all discipline or disciplinary actions against NOAH during 2010 and 2011, please also provide documents 
which show the reason for NOAH discharge and or separation from AF, including date of discharge, 
category e.g., honorable, general, bad conduct, please also provide redacted copy of NOAH DD-214, 
please provide records of history of substance abuse by NOAH, if any, please also provide records of 
NOAH receipt of traffic violations while on military base, if any, please provide records identifying by 
name, address and telephone number, NOAH supervisors during 2011, please also provide MOS for NOAH 
effective during 2011. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-01708-F Taylor, Marisa 1/25/2012 Sex Crime courts martial 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-01735-F McGraw, David 1/26/2012 Provide any and all records and/or notes that involves James Juan Jacla in reference to any child 
molestation allegations from 2009 through 2010. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-01840-F Jeffery, Tom 1/31/2012 Copies of the following CAAS III contracts that are to be recompeted under CAAS IV: ACC: War Reserve 
Material (WRM) Support: FA4890-07-D-0002-004 4 FA4890-07-D-0008-0054 FA48 90-07-D-0003-0078 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-01892-F Palmer, Chason 2/2/2012 Request and and all documents pertaining to a substantieated MEO allegationand violations. All 
documents shoul be coming from the Ellsworth AFB EO Office. 
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ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-02007-F Siska, Ted 3/13/2012 Requester would like a clear, legible copy of every purchase order, contract, or procurement of every 
nature, including but not limited to direct purchase, free market competitive bid or sole source or brand 
specific order or indirect purchase through GSA Federal Supply Schedule (GS-07F-0246L), EBuy, GSA 
Advantage or any other means, such as third party i.e. Fed Bid, Inc. of all and every aftennarket motor 
vehicle exhaust systems or parts, even if categorized and identified as something else, placed with or to 
Ward Diesel Filter Systems, Inc., its veiled parent Meier Diesel Filter, Inc., of Elmira, NY, or any of its 
similarly named affiliate corporate alter egos, placed by every military. installation now known as Joint 
Base Lewis McChord for the. five year period from January 1, 2007 through January 1, 2012, inclusive. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-02013-F Bass, Jackie 2/8/2012 - Copy of the current contract for Custodial/Janitorial Services at Fort Eustis - Current monthly price for 
the above mentioned services - All awards and modifications to current contrat inclusive of any 
clarifications

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02024-F Mata, Frank 2/9/2012 I hereby request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552, as amended, as provided in the 
Freedom of Information Act request a copy of the two (2) different contracts listed below, a copy of the 
statement of work/performance work statement for each contract and current contract award dollar 
amount? 1. Title and Contract Number: 41st RQS/71st RQS/347th OSS Unit Support Services FA4830-11-
M-S001 2. Title and Contract Number: 38th RQS Unit Support Services and FA4830-11-M-S002 If you 
determine that some portions of the requested material are exempt, please provide me with the 
remaining non-exempt portions and state the reasons for withholding the document(s) and a description 
of the documents withheld. Please provide exact copies of the requested documents. In order to expedite 
the request you can send the documents in Microsoft Word Format or PDF format via email. I am willing 
to pay reasonable reproduction and search costs. If the amount of reproduction and search costs exceeds 
$20.00 or if you have any questions concerning this request do let me know. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-02035-F Charlot, vera 2/10/2012 Requesting duty roster, rating official on Airman Adam McCutcheon but any emails between SSgt Shehow-
Melton and Airman McCutcheon during 1 Dec 11 - 10 Feb 12 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02112-F Williams, 
Richard

3/21/2012 I request access to and copies of the US Air Force Warfare Center (USAFWC/CC) Commanders Directed 
Investigation (CDI) report pertaining to my allegations concerning the 505th Command and Control Wing 
(ACC), Hurlburt Field FL. This investigation was conducted at Hurlburt Field by Colonel Troy E. Devine on 
29 Nov 2011.

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-02167-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

2/16/2012 Relevant to FA489009C0009_P00027 we seek a copy of the contract and P000027 (clearly releasable ok) 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02195-F Jensen, Gary 2/16/2012 Request copy of Ellsworth Barment letter for Silas Ficek that was signed on or about 30 Jan 2012. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02212-F Sandlin, Katy 2/21/2012 My husband, Ryan W Bernthold is in the Air Force based in Mountain Home, Idaho. A few months ago I 
met with a detective on base (Jonathan Johnson) to give a statement on an investigation that had to do 
with my husband. We are in the process of going through a divorce and my lawyer needs a copy of the 
investigation reports, statements, etc as soon as possible. Her information is as follows in case someone 
needs to contact her: Sara Shepard 1101 W River St #360 Boise, ID 83702 (208) 395-1405. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02226-F Severance, Ron 2/21/2012 1. Name of all companies who submitted a bid, 2. Name of Awardee, 3. Menue and Pricing submitted by 
the successful Awardee, 4. Number and type of Sales locations submitted by the successful Awardee, 5. 
Copy of 2012 Concessions Contract, 6. Amount of Cash Guarantee jof the Successful Awardee, 7. 
Successful Awardees' percantages to be paid to the Air Show for food sales, beverage sales, specialty 
items sales (ie. pixxa, ice cream), novelty sales, 8. Cost to NAFI for the KIDS Zone submitted by the 
Auccessful Awardee, and 9. Addiitional benefits offered by the Successful Awardee in addition to the 
requirements stated in the request for Proposal. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02242-F Ficek, Cecelia 2/21/2012 Request copy of Ellsworth AFB Barment Letter, for my spouse, Silas Ficek that was signed for on or about 
1/20/2012.



ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02270-F Severance, Ron 2/22/2012 request for proposal and subsequent successful awardees of the concessionaire agreement for the Davis-
Monthan open house and Air Show 2012 to include: Name of all companies who submitted a bid, name of 
awardees, menu and pricing submitted by the successful awardees, number and type of sales locations 
submitted by the successful awardees, copy of 2012 concessions contract, mount of case guarantee of 
the successful awardees, successful awardees' percentages to be paid to the Air Show for food sales, 
beverage sales, specialty items sales, novelty sales, cost of NAFI for the KIDS zone submitted by the 
successful awardees, and additional benefits offered by the successful awardees in addition to the 
requirements stated in the request for proposal 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-02283-F Sheehan, Julie 2/22/2012 All e-mails from anyone, to the Human Resources Department at Offutt, including but not limited to Terry 
Patterson, Susan Dedick, Cheryl Kingrea, Amy Uhling, and Mark Cummings. You also are seeking any and 
all e-mails received by or sent by Capt Debborah Adams, Col Patrick Dawson, Maj Karen Ashley, Maj 
Leslie Karas, Col William Glover, and Col David Williams regarding you. Finally, requested are all e-mails 
addressed to you or sent by you to any of the above individuals. The time period to be covered for any 
responsive records is October 1, 2010 to February 22, 2012. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02396-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

2/28/2012 Relevant to FA877104D0009 C952 we seek the NETCENTS ORDER C952 with applicable pricing and 
SOW/PWS

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-02415-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

2/28/2012 Relevant to FA877104D0003 C9A8 we seek the NETCENTS ORDER C9A8 with applicable pricing and 
SOW/PWS

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02467-F Ward, Robert 2/29/2012 I hereby request any and all documents, letters, emails, phone calls, or any other information regarding 
the decision to withdraw the job offer for myself for TERM NTE 13 months position of SECURITY GUARD 
GS-0085-05 located at 9 SECURITY FORCES SQ BEALE AFB, CA. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02499-F Mahan, Carl 2/27/2012 Request the police report between Alecia Causey and Scott Causey that happened on or about the 10th of 
January 2012. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02534-F Brown, Derrick 3/2/2012 Request copy of the MEO report I believve was finalized on 1 Mar 2012 in which I was accused of gender 
discrimination. I am willing to pay fees up to $10.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02573-F Hinshaw, 
Robert

3/6/2012 REF: Solicitation No.: FA4686-12-R-0006, IDIQ Contract for Paving, Beale Air Force Base, CA. SUBJ: 
Freedom of Information Request The following request is made under The Freedom of Information Act. 
Please send us the information as listed below; 1. Name of the current or past IDIQ Paving contractor. 2. 
Line item pricing used for the current or past IDIQ Paving contract. 3. Annual volume of current or past 
IDIQ Paving contract. 4. Range of size(small to large) for the typical delivery order in current or past 
IDIQ Paving contract. Electronic copies of the documents and responses are acceptable sent via E-mail. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02580-F Johnson, Janice 3/7/2012 Name, address, pricing information and statement of work for solicitation FA4830-12-R-0001. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-02638-F Flowers, Russ 3/9/2012 Request a copy of F-15 C AIB, 24 Oct 2001 at Nellis AFB NV 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02639-F Lang, James 3/6/2012 Request a copy of Blanket Purchase Agreement, FA4800-11-A-0036 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02692-F St. Cyr, Peter 3/13/2012 Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552, I request access to and copies of any 
Holloman Air Force Base Military Police Department reports documenting any and all allegations of rape or
sexual misconduct, including inappropriate touching, etc, (either on or off base) by another military 
serviceman or woman or man for the past five years -- from January 2007 to present. Additionally, we 
request any FORM 2910, Victim Reporting Preference Statements, filed in the same time period at 
Holloman.

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-02785-F Allgaier, 
Jennifer

3/19/2012 Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Centurion Research Solutions requests pdf soft copy 
if available) the bidders list of those who submitted proposals or interest for FA4890-11-R-0004. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02794-F Brown, Derrick 3/19/2012 Request informal MEO report dated 10 March 2012. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02862-F Holstein, Julie 3/22/2012 Information pertaining to the all physiological incidents from 2005 to November 16, 2010 relating to 
hypoxia-like symptons.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-02863-F Holstein, Julie 3/22/2012 Information pertaining to the number of times the EOS has been activated by pilots. 



ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-02934-F Amegatcher, 
Joseph

3/28/2012 I filed a complaint against Mrs. Barbara Dycus (355FW/EO) in 2009 when I worked in the Equal 
Opportunity Office as a Counselor. Per the complaint, I elected mediation to resolve any hostility and 
differences within our work center. A regional EO counselor/director was sent to Davis-Monthan AFB to 
conduct the Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR). I am sincerely requesting your assistance in recovering 
copies of the complaint I filed and copies of the ADR that was conducted. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-03037-F Tapp, Christy 4/3/2012 Pilot Logbook of deceased parent 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-03051-F Chance, James 4/3/2012 any/all progress, activities, ops, or discoveries made by post-incident/tiger team/or any other units 
teams, or personnel (with attention given to location of the missing/unrecovered MK-82 bombs. Any new 
information and/or declassified information that is relevant from any/all agencies/departments to include 
USAF/AFOSI/FBI/CIA/NSA/USAF Air Intelligence, AF medical wing and associated personnel as well as 
any other info/data not mentioned but relevant to incident/mishap. Include any media/information in/on; 
written-official reports or other, maps/tracking data, new or updated witnesses and reports, video 
pertaining to April 2, 1997 mishap of A-10 thunderbolt aircraft from Davis-Monthan AFB, piloted by Capt 
Craig D. Button. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03113-F Martinez, 
Jonathan

4/9/2012 Request all files on Automated Case Tracking System (ACTS) 2011-15378 from Nellis AFB IG office from 
15 July '11 to present.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-03133-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

4/16/2012 Relevant to FA460008D0001, we seek Data recent performance reports and award fee letters, contract 
and most recent modifications (within the one year time period)

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-03214-F Zeising, Ashley 4/13/2012 Member is requesting all documents loacted at Mental Health and the hospital pertaining to her. 
Requester verablized if there was a fee she would prefer documents be emailed. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-03469-F Latta, Brian 5/7/2012 Army has referred an inmate records request. Requester wants copy of parole packet.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-03517-F Marotta, 
Daphne

5/8/2012 Copy of USAFWC CDI relating to Daphne Marotta 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-03627-F Brennan, 
Christopher

4/20/2012 Please see the attached FOIA Request Letter. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03674-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

4/27/2012 Relevant to FA489008C0004, we seek * Source selection documentation/letter * any available award fee 
scores or letters * incumbent contract FA489008C0004 * all task orders * all modifications 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-03736-F LOVATO, JOHN 6/7/2012 I would like all engineering reports and structual analysis reports pertaining to the sonic boom damages 
that were reported to Holloman Air Force Base . The address in Question is 5838 Habanero Drive , Las 
Cruces, New Mexico. 88012 these reports are what determaned that sonic booms did not cause the 
damage reported. I must disagree . Thank You for your time. John A. Lovato USMC ret. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03776-F Volk, Jason 5/11/2012 This request pertains to the finances of contracts with or associated with AtHoc, Inc. (located in San 
Mateo, California). Request the total $ amount of all contracts paid to Athoc, Inc. during 2011, 2010, 
2009, 2008. In addition, request copies of all purchase orders and contracts with AtHoc, Inc. Also, please 
provide copies of contracts for product IWSAlerts or other Athoc products by associated firms Vion 
Corporation, Unisys, Telos, TechTrend, Reliable Government Solutions Inc., Prosis Hawaii, Northrop 
Grumman, NCI, Lockheed Martin, Iron Bow, Impact Technologies, Harris, GTSI, General Dynamics, 
Enabling Technologies, CompuNet, Inc., Coleman Technologies, Inc., Centech Group, Inc., GMRI/PCMall, 
World Wide Technology, and others. Also, please include contract vehicles such as GSA, NETCENTS, NASA 
SEWP.

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03777-F Volk, Jason 5/11/2012 request total $ amount of all contracts paid to Athoc, Inc. during 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008 that pertains to 
the finances of contracts with or associated with AtHoc, Inc. (located in San Mateo, California). 



ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03778-F Volk, Jason 5/17/2012 This request pertains to the finances of contracts with or associated with AtHoc, Inc. (located in San 
Mateo, California). Request the total $ amount of all contracts paid to Athoc, Inc. during 2011, 2010, 
2009, 2008. In addition, request copies of all purchase orders and contracts with AtHoc, Inc. Also, please 
provide copies of contracts for product IWSAlerts or other Athoc products by associated firms Vion 
Corporation, Unisys, Telos, TechTrend, Reliable Government Solutions Inc., Prosis Hawaii, Northrop 
Grumman, NCI, Lockheed Martin, Iron Bow, Impact Technologies, Harris, GTSI, General Dynamics, 
Enabling Technologies, CompuNet, Inc., Coleman Technologies, Inc., Centech Group, Inc., GMRI/PCMall, 
World Wide Technology, and others. Also, please include contract vehicles such as GSA, NETCENTS, NASA 
SEWP.

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03779-F Volk, Jason 5/11/2012 This request pertains to the finances of contracts with or associated with AtHoc, Inc. (located in San 
Mateo, California). Request the total $ amount of all contracts paid to Athoc, Inc. during 2011, 2010, 
2009, 2008. In addition, request copies of all purchase orders and contracts with AtHoc, Inc. Also, please 
provide copies of contracts for product IWSAlerts or other Athoc products by associated firms Vion 
Corporation, Unisys, Telos, TechTrend, Reliable Government Solutions Inc., Prosis Hawaii, Northrop 
Grumman, NCI, Lockheed Martin, Iron Bow, Impact Technologies, Harris, GTSI, General Dynamics, 
Enabling Technologies, CompuNet, Inc., Coleman Technologies, Inc., Centech Group, Inc., GMRI/PCMall, 
World Wide Technology, and others. Also, please include contract vehicles such as GSA, NETCENTS, NASA 
SEWP.

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03780-F Volk, Jason 5/17/2012 This request pertains to the finances of contracts with or associated with AtHoc, Inc. (located in San 
Mateo, California). Request the total $ amount of all contracts paid to Athoc, Inc. during 2011, 2010, 
2009, 2008. In addition, request copies of all purchase orders and contracts with AtHoc, Inc. Also, please 
provide copies of contracts for product IWSAlerts or other Athoc products by associated firms Vion 
Corporation, Unisys, Telos, TechTrend, Reliable Government Solutions Inc., Prosis Hawaii, Northrop 
Grumman, NCI, Lockheed Martin, Iron Bow, Impact Technologies, Harris, GTSI, General Dynamics, 
Enabling Technologies, CompuNet, Inc., Coleman Technologies, Inc., Centech Group, Inc., GMRI/PCMall, 
World Wide Technology, and others. Also, please include contract vehicles such as GSA, NETCENTS, NASA 
SEWP.

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03781-F Volk, Jason 5/17/2012 This request pertains to the finances of contracts with or associated with AtHoc, Inc. (located in San 
Mateo, California). Request the total $ amount of all contracts paid to Athoc, Inc. during 2011, 2010, 
2009, 2008. In addition, request copies of all purchase orders and contracts with AtHoc, Inc. Also, please 
provide copies of contracts for product IWSAlerts or other Athoc products by associated firms Vion 
Corporation, Unisys, Telos, TechTrend, Reliable Government Solutions Inc., Prosis Hawaii, Northrop 
Grumman, NCI, Lockheed Martin, Iron Bow, Impact Technologies, Harris, GTSI, General Dynamics, 
Enabling Technologies, CompuNet, Inc., Coleman Technologies, Inc., Centech Group, Inc., GMRI/PCMall, 
World Wide Technology, and others. Also, please include contract vehicles such as GSA, NETCENTS, NASA 
SEWP.

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03783-F Volk, Jason 5/11/2012 This request pertains to the finances of contracts with or associated with AtHoc, Inc. (located in San 
Mateo, California). Request the total $ amount of all contracts paid to Athoc, Inc. during 2011, 2010, 
2009, 2008. In addition, request copies of all purchase orders and contracts with AtHoc, Inc. Also, please 
provide copies of contracts for product IWSAlerts or other Athoc products by associated firms Vion 
Corporation, Unisys, Telos, TechTrend, Reliable Government Solutions Inc., Prosis Hawaii, Northrop 
Grumman, NCI, Lockheed Martin, Iron Bow, Impact Technologies, Harris, GTSI, General Dynamics, 
Enabling Technologies, CompuNet, Inc., Coleman Technologies, Inc., Centech Group, Inc., GMRI/PCMall, 
World Wide Technology, and others. Also, please include contract vehicles such as GSA, NETCENTS, NASA 
SEWP.



ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03784-F Volk, Jason 5/11/2012 This request pertains to the finances of contracts with or associated with AtHoc, Inc. (located in San 
Mateo, California). Request the total $ amount of all contracts paid to Athoc, Inc. during 2011, 2010, 
2009, 2008. In addition, request copies of all purchase orders and contracts with AtHoc, Inc. Also, please 
provide copies of contracts for product IWSAlerts or other Athoc products by associated firms Vion 
Corporation, Unisys, Telos, TechTrend, Reliable Government Solutions Inc., Prosis Hawaii, Northrop 
Grumman, NCI, Lockheed Martin, Iron Bow, Impact Technologies, Harris, GTSI, General Dynamics, 
Enabling Technologies, CompuNet, Inc., Coleman Technologies, Inc., Centech Group, Inc., GMRI/PCMall, 
World Wide Technology, and others. Also, please include contract vehicles such as GSA, NETCENTS, NASA 
SEWP.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-03849-F Lambert, Henri 5/14/2012 CDI conducted in Oct - Dec 2011 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-03857-F Leskee, Doug 5/14/2012 We've done business with other departments on the base and would like to show others what our 
products are and how they can create efficiencies in their storage areas. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03931-F Moore, Michael 5/16/2012 Any documents related to Galena FOL AK 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03936-F Moore, Michael 5/16/2012 Ref 2012-03931-F Please send all records relating to UXO or ordnance storage/disposal at Galena FOL AK 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03943-F Volk, Jason 5/16/2012 Total dollar amounts paid to AtHoc Inc for period 2008-2011. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-03994-F Allgaier, 
Jennifer

5/18/2012 REquest copies of task order #34 and #81 to contract FA4890-07-D-0004 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-04012-F Bishton, Charles 5/21/2012 Request for Langley Air Force base Directory. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-04049-F Lee, Barbara 5/22/2012 1. One complete paper copy of any and all current contracts that the Air Combat Command (ACC) has for 
online legal research, and/or information services, with LexisNexis and Accurint (a.k.a. Reed Elsevier, 
Lexis, Lexis-Nexis, and/or Lexis/Nexis). 2. One copy of any and all purchase orders, delivery orders, 
and/or any modifications or amendments issued to or paid to LexisNexis for online legal research and/or 
information services, for FY2011-FY2012. Please note that while we believe these services were procured 
by the agency itself, it is possible that the agency procured these services through the GSA or FEDLINK 
Schedules. If the agency procured these services through GSA, the Lexis GSA Contract No. is 
GS02F0048M or GS35F0134L. If the agency procured these services through FEDLINK, the Lexis 
FEDLINK Contract No. is LC09D7027. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04061-F Zaldivar, Jose 5/22/2012 See Attached 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-04062-F Gonzalez, Cindy 5/21/2012 I'm requesting a copy of my FAP file, documentation from Ms. Pitts regarding sessions with my husband: 
Tony Gonzalez and myself: Cindy Gonzalez, and including CRB review and findings from Oct 2010 until 
close that took place on Langley AFB, VA. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04074-F Lauric, Richard 5/23/2012 IG complaint file at Mountain Home AFB concerning the 1-mile finish line on the outdoor running track. 
Complaint was filed around March 2012 timeframe. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04090-F caringer, 
kimberly

5/24/2012 This request is for the incident report or investigative report regarding the Sonic Boom incident on 
4/13/2012, 2:45pm, at Davis Monthan (DM) Air Force Base (see press release issued 413/2012 by DM). 
This document is for educational purposes and is for non-commercial use. The document can either be 
sent to my email (kcaringer@gmail.com) or to my address: 1283 S Via Estrella Roja Tucson, AZ 85713. 
Thanks!

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04127-F Davis, Kristin 5/25/2012 Charge sheet for Staff Sgt. Devin Starling, who faces court martial on following: dereliction of duty, 
selling military property, firearms, and larceny of military property.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04128-F Davis, Kristin 5/25/2012 Charge sheet for Staff Sgt. Charles Poling, who faces court-martial on following: dereliction of duty, 
selling military property, firearms, and larceny of military property.



ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-04196-F Oara, Ruben 5/31/2012 I am requesting the following two pieces of information: 1) The exact recommendations made by my 
Wing Commander (432 Wg/CC) and the 12 AF/CC to the ACC/CC regarding the results of my Flying 
Evalution Board (FEB). My Wing CC made those recommendations several months ago, but would not 
release them to either myself or my Area Defense Counsel (ADC). 2) I am also requesting statistics on Air 
Force FEBs. Specifically I am requesting a) the number of FEBs convened within the whole Service within 
the last 10 years and by a breakdown of MAJCOMS, NAFs, and Wings/bases, and b) the percentage of 
aircrewmembers permanently disqualified as a result of those FEBs even when those FEBS recommended 
they be reinstated. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04233-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

6/4/2012 Relevant to FA489009C0008, we seek: * contract * amendments, extensions or modifications. * SOW 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04234-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

6/4/2012 Relevant to FA460004C0010, we seek: * mods 8-90 & 237-present * SOW 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-04286-F Wilson, Jon 6/5/2012 Request a copy of contract FA4890-07-C-0015, modifications and amendments.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04334-F McEvoy, 
Leianne

6/25/2012 To Whom It May Concern, This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552). 
Pursuant to the Act, your assistance would be appreciated in facilitating access to certain files relating to 
the Loring Air Force base, which was located in Limestone, Maine. Specifically, we are interested in 
reviewing documents, records, or any other information related to the use of asbestos-containing 
products during the time period of 1959 to 1979. I will be pleased to pay any reasonable fee. Very truly 
yours, Leianne McEvoy

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04515-F Shrock, Steven 6/19/2012 Request assistance on obtaining the dispostion of (2) two separate Article 32 hearings which the 
individual was the subject. The first ocurred at Nellis AFB, NV in/around 1990, 2nd occurec at Pope AFB, 
NC in/around 2000/2001

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-04538-F McLaren, John 7/19/2012 All assessment criteria results for the multiple award construction contract (MACC) FA4800-11-R-0002, 
recently evaluated under a USAF contract at LAFB. I request all evaluation summaries, tabulation of bid 
offers, and all decision memoranda be provided.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04575-F Hines, 
Antoninus

6/22/2012 Requesting the following information regarding Contracts # W91QF108C0010, W91YTZ07D0007 and 
W91QF107C0029: 1. Most recent modification to exercise the Option Period 2. Task and Frequency 
Charts along with Building Information 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-04668-F Allgaier, 
Jennifer

7/9/2012 Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Centurion Research Solutions requests (pdf soft copy 
if available) copies of PWS/SOW and the RFP that resulted in task orders# 34 and #81 under FA4890-07-
D-0004 awarded to DP Technology Services, Inc. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-04669-F Stevenson, 
Becky

7/11/2012 Im sending this e-mail as my FOIA request per A1C Steigerwald letter and the instructions I received 
from SSgt Gonzalez. I Becky Stevenson am requesting video tape footage that was taken the morning of 
April 27th 2012 in Rm. 541, between the hours of 8-8:45am. I am also requesting the police statements I 
provided on May 04, 2012 and the police statement that the daycare provider (Mercedes Brockman) 
involved in this matter provided to the police on (unknown date). I was accused by Ms. Brockman of 
assaulting her at the CDC and arrested 7 days later. I need the video footage, and the statements to use 
for my own defense because I am being falsely accused of something that did not happen. I witness Ms. 
Brockman touching a child inappropriately the morning of April 27th, 2012. I made a complaint against 
her with the director of the CDC along with another parent who was in the room. I also made a complaint 
with the 1st sergeant at the FSS squadron who advise me that the situation was addressed and will be 
handled appropriately. Ms. Brockman filed charges against me 7 days later with Security Forces and I 
was arrested on May 04th, 2012. I am willing to pay up to $25.00 for these items. Please let me know if 
you need additional information regarding this request. Thank you, Becky Stevenson (530)933-8016 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04751-F McEvoy, 
Leianne

8/1/2012 To Whom It May Concern, This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552). 
Pursuant to the Act, your assistance would be appreciated in facilitating access to certain files relating to 
the Loring Air Force base, which was located in Limestone, Maine. Specifically, we are interested in 
reviewing documents, records, or any other information related to the use of asbestos-containing 
products, including but not limited to installation records, maintenance records, construction/ renovation 
records, and/or abatement records. I will be pleased to pay reasonable fee upon advisement. Very truly 
yours, Leianne McEvoy 



ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-04807-F Zaki, Mary 7/9/2012 1. I would like to obtain daily or monthly head count data for US based DFACs (Dining Facilities) on a 
DFAC or base level. If possible, I would like head counts by grade/rank(E-1) or type (e.g. dependent of E-
1). I would like this data since 2000. If limited data is available, I specifically would like data for the time 
period of 10/1/2006 - 10/1/2008. 2. I would like to obtain daily or monthly sales numbers at US based 
DFACs (dining facilities) on a DFAC or base level. I would like this data since 2000. If limited data is 
available, I specifically would like data for the time period of 10/1/2006 - 10/1/2008. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04945-F Guilfoil, John 7/16/2012 Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I request all records related to the RQ-170 unmanned aerial 
drone, also known as the "Sentinel," inclusive of flight test data, reports, mission reports, training 
reports, specifications, photographs, and other documents. This request is being made by Blast Magazine 
and its child publication, Air Cache (http://air.blastmagazine.com) whose mission is to report aviation-
related news and publish an journalistic encyclopedia of air and spacecraft. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-04979-F Sy, Rodel 7/20/2012 FOUO/PA OPM has referred a request to HAF FOIA. Requester is asking for copies of his security 
clearance background investigation.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05035-F Pardoe, Blaine 7/20/2012 CLASSIFIED RECORDS Request a copy of the following records from IRIS Number 1026391 Subject: 
TOPICS INCLUDE CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS (TACTICAL AIR COMMAND), SOVIET THREAT IN CUBA, 
CHRONOLOGY OF CUBAN EVENTS (TACTICAL AIR COMMAND) JAN 59 TO JAN 63, RECONNAISSANCE 
PHOTOGRAPHS, ROCK PILE, AFLANT (AIR FORCE ATLANTIC) OPLAN (OPERATIONS [...] 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-05041-F Gomes, 
Alexander

7/20/2012 On 24 May 2012, My wife Karin Gomes was shopping at the Langley Mini Mall near the Gas Station. Upon 
here departure, she tripped on a carpet at the front entrance of the Mini Mall. The carpet was not 
completely flat on the floor and her foot got caught on the high portion of the carpet. Immediately two 
airmen picked her up from the floor. She hit her head on the Front sliding door and knock if off the sliding
track, hurt her left knee and left shoulder. The Mini Mall manager on duty removed the carpet. She then 
completed an accident report. She could not give us a copy of the report since she did not have a copy 
machine. The Manager mentioned something that the Langley Law office would get a copy of the report. 
A week later the carpet was back on the floor. Since then, we have moved to Florida. We would like to 
have a copy of this report based on DoD Freedom of Information Act Program. (Either by mail or Email 
Our mailing address is: Karin Gomes 2489 Ashbury Circle Cape Coral, FL 33991 Email: gomessr@aol.com 
Please advise. Thank you. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-05092-F Miller, Shamaka 7/24/2012 Requested any and/all documents in regard to a recent LOR action 



ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05124-F Hicks, Jennifer 7/25/2012 I will be very specific in this FOIA request. 1. I request all "emails", documentation, notes, between Col 
Sanchez, 325 FW/CV, Col Paul Skala, 325 MDG/CC, Lt Col Phillip Cover, 325 MDG/SGH/CV, Krista 
Grimmett, 325 FW/FSS (Previous Labor Relations Manager, Chris Smith, 325 FW/FSS, CPO and Dave 
Nash, AFGE Local 1113 Union President pertaining to grievance filed 19 November 2010. I do not request 
documents that i sent to the Agency as i already have these documents. I specifically want email and 
documention for any correspondence between the Agency Officials Listed in this request. 2. I request all 
emails/records between Krista Grimmett, Chris Smith, Lt Col Cover, Col Skala, Dave Nash pertaining to 
Jennifer Hicks between the timeframe January 2010-July 2012. 3. I request emails and records of 
meeting between Krista Grimmett, Dave Nash, Chris Smith, Jennifer Hicks and Col Skala on 18 
September 2011. 4. Third request for the original counselor's report written by TSgt Adonis Cabarle, 325 
FW/EO Counselor sent to Margaret Flynn-Sams, Carolyn Faye Owens on or about 13, 14 Decemer 2011 
and promised to be hand delivered to my office NLT 16 December 2011. 5. I requst all email 
traffic/records between MSgt Montez Jones AETC/EO, William Fults, AETC/EO, Cinni Youngblood, AFPC/EO 
Manager and the 325 FW/EO Office, (Margaret Flynn-Sams, Carolyn Faye Owens, TSgt Cabarle and Maj 
John Henderson, AFLOA/JACL, Ms. Rita Looney, Director (AFCARO), CivilianPersonnel Managment Service 
(CPMS/IRD) pertaining to EO Complaint Agency Docket No. 7K0J11019. Time frame September 2011-July
2012. 6. Request all email/records between Major Keishi Surles, 325 MDG/Resource Manager to Chris 
Smith,Civilian Personal Officer, Dave Nash, Col Paul Skala, Lt Col Cover, and Irad Gillett pertaining 
Jennifer Hicks. (time frame Jan 2010-July 2012. 7. I request email traffic/records between Col Paul Skala, 
Col Orlando Sanchez and Lt Col Cover between January 2010-July 2012 pertaining to Jennifer Hicks. 8. I 
request all email/records between 325 Fighter Wing Legal Office and Col Orlando Sanchez, Col Paul Skala,
Lt Col Cover, Krista Grimmett, and Chris Smith pertaining to Jennifer Hicks. 9. I request email 
traffic/records between Col Paul Skala, COl Orlando Sanchez, Lt Col Cover, Margaret Flynn-Sams, Carolyn
Faye Owens, and TSgt Adonis Cabarle pertaining to Jennifer Hicks. (between September 2011-July 2012. 
10. Request email/record frm Lt Col Cover to Chris Smith on 16 Sept2011 relating to Jennifer Hicks. 
Request all emails/records betweenTSgt Daniel Johnson 325 MDG/SGSR, Civikian Liason, Capt Blake 
Smith325/MDG/SGSRResource Manager and Col Paul Skala, Lt Col Phillip Cover, Maj Keisi Surles, Irad 
Gillet,Chris Smith and Giles Sanchez related to Jennifer Hicks. For the purpose of records, i am requesting
these documents IAW AFI 33-322, Records Management Program, paragraph 2. If the Agency has any 
questions about this FOIA request please contact me immediately in order for me to provide clarification 
if required, 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05130-F Brewbaker, 
Robert

7/25/2012 Member, Robert Brewbaker, is requesting a Security Forces Report written by MSgt Cook (SFS) on or 
around 10 May 2012 in conjunction with his report (ID'd as I20120500041).

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05132-F Ferran, Lee 7/26/2012 On behalf of ABC News, I am requesting any documentation including written reports, memos and emails 
written by or for the office of Brig. Gen. Daniel Wyman from 2008 to the present concerning the possible 
existance of toxins found in the blood of F-22 Raptor pilots.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05172-F Oliver, Deborah 7/27/2012 I am requesting my father's (Victor D. Hager) military records. I am especially seeking any duty 
assignments or records concerning his possible involvement with atomic bomb testing and radiation in 
and around Fort Bliss Texas. He was discharged on September, 15, 1945 at Fort Bliss , Texas from the 
Army. His Service Number is 16 014 673.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05199-F Smith, Gary 7/31/2012 See Attachment 



ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05334-F Penland, Stacy 8/6/2012 August 5, 2012 Attn: FOIA Officer We would like to request, under the Freedom of Information Act, 
clearly releasable copies of the following documents relating to the contract resulting from RFP #FA4890-
08-R-0005 (Operations and Maintenance of Full-Scale Aerial Targets at Holloman AFB, NM): 1. Complete 
Contract (includes cover page, pricing, SOW, attachments, etc.) 2. All Modifications issued to date 3. List 
of firms submitting proposals or the Abstract of Offerors We agree to pay up to $150.00, in processing 
charges. If the charges exceed this amount, please provide an estimate before processing, and we will 
advise the processing office on how to proceed (we may increase the fee limit or amend the request). If 
the information is available electronically, please send by e-mail, or on CD. We appreciate your prompt 
attention to this request, and look forward to hearing from you within the next twenty (20) days. Please 
contact me with any questions regarding this request, and refer to the following number in all 
correspondence: FA4890-01 Sincerely, Stacy Penland Freedom InfoSource, Inc. e-mail: 
stacyp@freedominfosource.com phone: 972-514-8853 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-05366-F Wohleb, Sheryl 8/7/2012 Per the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), I am requesting records pertaining to all e-mails from 
anyone, to the Human Resources Department at Offutt AFB, including, but not limited to Terry Patterson, 
Sue Dedick, Cheryl Kingrea, Amy Uhling, and Mark Cummings. I am also seeking any and all e-mails 
received by or sent by Maj Steven Fisher, Col Patrick Dawson, Col Eric Nelson, Lt Col Brian Young, Col 
David Roll, Col Jim Hougas, Tracey L. Biles and/or Tracey L. Hamor; Capt Donna Baker; MSgt Alicia 
Schatz, TSgt Anthony Porter, Patricia Haver, and Robbin Alex regarding Sheryl R. Wohleb (myself) . 
Finally, I am requesting all e-mails addressed to Sheryl R. Wohleb or sent by Sheryl R. Wohleb to any of 
the above individuals. The time period to be covered for any responsive records is February 1, 2012 to 
the August 6, 2012 or the present date received. Some of these individual have PCSd or moved recently; 
however, an average Instructional Technologist or I.T. person would be able to easily access them by 
placing certain criteria in the search box, namely include sub folder. This same criteria will work for all 
emails not provided because the individual no longer works at Offutt, i.e. Lt Col Brian Young; Col Patrick 
Dawson, Col Eric Nelson, etc. This system is backed up often and the previous versions of this is available 
to Air Force computer technicians. All of their mailboxes are still active and can be checked without 
difficulty. These have not been destroyed and remain active although the return receipts come back as 
their mailbox is over its limit. All of the above mentioned personnel have e-mails mapped to their H drive 
and that would be another place that needs to be looked at by the Agency or person providing the e-
mails. Thank you. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05368-F Campbell, 
Marvin

8/7/2012 Request a copy of contract FA4800-08-D-0002, Painting IDIQ Joint Base Langley-Eustis, to include bid 
schedule, all task orders, all modifications for the base and all option years 



ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-05419-F Leopold, Jason 8/9/2012 Dear FOIA Officer, This is a request for records under the Freedom of Information Act. I am seeking 
copies of all transcripts pertaining to the operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) by personnel 
stationed at the above listed Air Force bases who operate the unmanned aircraft. The transcripts I seek 
should cover the time frame of January 1, 2009 through the present. Additionally, I seek all recordings 
pertaining to the operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles at the above listed Air Force bases. These 
recordings would cover the timeframe of January 1, 2009 through the present. Moreover, I seek all 
photographs pertaining to casualties resulting from the execution of missiles or other devices from 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles operated by US personnel at the above listed Air Force bases. These materials 
would also cover the timeframe of January 1, 2009 through the present. I also seek standard operating 
procedures and/or other instructional material pertaining to the operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
and use of weapons systems on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles provided to the operators of those Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles at the above listed Air Force bases. I am the Lead Investigative Reporter of Truthout.org 
(www.truthout.org/about), an online news publication that publishes news and commentary seven days a 
week, 365 days a year. The materials I request would be used to disseminate information to the public 
and therefore I request to be placed into the news media category. If you regard these documents as 
potentially exempt from disclosure requirements, I request that you nonetheless exercise your discretion 
to disclose them. Please release all reasonably segregable nonexempt portions of documents. If you deny 
all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your refusal to 
release the information and notify me of appeal procedures available under the law. As a member of the 
news media who will use this information to inform the public, I request all fees be waived. However, if 
there are any fees for searching for, reviewing, or copying the records, please notify me before 
processing if the amount exceeds $500. If you have any questions related to this request please contact 
me at 213 270 4334 or via email. Kind regards, Jason Leopold -- Jason Leopold Lead Investigative 
Reporter Truthout.org 1669 Benedict Canyon Drive Beverly Hills, CA 90210 jason@truthout.org 213 270 
4334

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05430-F Leopold, Jason 8/9/2012 The transcripts I seek should cover the time frame of January 1, 2009 through the present. Additionally, I 
seek all recordings pertaining to the operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles from Creech Air Force Base. 
These recordings would cover the timeframe of January 1, 2009 through the present. Moreover, I seek all 
photographs pertaining to casualties resulting from the execution of missiles or other devices from 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles operated by US personnel from Creech Air Force Base. These materials would 
also cover the timeframe of January 1, 2009 through the present. I also seek standard operating 
procedures and/or other instructional material pertaining to the operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
and use of weapons systems on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles provided to the operators of those Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles at Creech Air Force Base.I am the Lead Investigative Reporter of Truthout.org 
(www.truthout.org/about), an online news publication that publishes news and commentary seven days a 
week, 365 days a year. The materials I request would be used to disseminate information to the public 
and therefore I request to be placed into the news media category. If you regard these documents as 
potentially exempt from disclosure requirements, I request that you nonetheless exercise your discretion 
to disclose them. Please release all reasonably segregable nonexempt portions of documents. If you deny 
all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your refusal to 
release the information and notify me of appeal procedures available under the law. 



ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05432-F Leopold, Jason 8/9/2012 "Copies of all transcripts pertaining to the operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) by personnel 
stationed at the above listed Air Force bases who operate the unmanned aircraft. The transcripts should 
cover the time frame of January 1, 2009 through the present....all recordings pertaining to the operation 
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles at the above listed Air Force bases. These recordings would cover the 
timeframe of January 1, 2009 through the present....all photographs pertaining to casualties resulting 
from the execution of missiles or other devices from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles operated by US personnel 
at the above listed Air Force bases. These materials would also cover the timeframe of January 1, 2009 
through the present.... standard operating procedures and/or other instructional material pertaining to 
the operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and use of weapons systems on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
provided to the operators of those Unmanned Aerial Vehicles at the above listed Air Force bases." Due to 
an oversight on my part I did not include the names of the bases I would like searched for responsive 
records. Those bases would be: Holloman Air Force Base, NM Nellis Air Force Base, NV --------- Grand 
Forks Air Force Base, ND Beale Air Force Base, CA Palmdale, CA Cannon Air Force Base, NM United States 
Air Force Academy, CO Robbins Air Force Base, GA Hurlburt Field, FL Fort Drum, NY Syracuse, NY 
Ellington Air Force Base, TX Edwards Air Force Base, CA Davis-Monathan Air Force Base, AZ March Air 
Force Base, CA Southern California Logistics Airport, CA Fargo, ND Ellsworth Air Force Base, SD I am the 
Lead Investigative Reporter of Truthout.org (www.truthout.or g/about), an online news publication that 
publishes news and commentary seven days a week, 365 days a year. The materials I request would be 
used to disseminate information to the public and therefore I request to be placed into the news media 
category. If you regard these documents as potentially exempt from disclosure requirements, I request 
that you nonetheless exercise your discretion to disclose them. Please release all reasonably segregable 
nonexempt portions of documents. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific 
exemption you think justifies your refusal to release the information and notify me of appeal procedures 
available under the law. As a member of the news media who will use this information to inform the 
public, I request all fees be waived. However, if there are any fees for searching for, reviewing, or 
copying the records, please notify me before processing if the amount exceeds $500. If you have any 
questions related to this request please contact me at 213 270 4334 or via email. Kind regards, Jason 
Leopold -- Jason Leopold Lead Investigative Reporter Truthout.org 1669 Benedict Canyon Drive Beverly 
Hills, CA 90210 jason@truthout.org 213 270 4334 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-05476-F Tucker, James 8/13/2012 I request that a copy of any and all lists with any accompanying documentation, guidelines and/or 
instructions generated to identify positions at Shaw Air Force Base to be abolished by Resource 
Management Decision 703 (RMD 703) be provided to me including, but not limited to: Original lists sent 
from HAF to ACC; Initial lists sent from ACC to Shaw AFB; Lists returned to ACC from Shaw AFB; Final 
lists sent from ACC to Shaw AFB that contained all final positions to be abolished. I am an individual 
seeking information for personal use and not for a commercial use. I am requesting all releasable 
information and agree that information generally exempted under the FOIA program may be redacted. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-05541-F Herdman, 
Patrick

8/15/2012 Request mailing addresses and phone numbers for all Security Forces, Civil Engineers, and Medical units 
assigned to ACC. Not all phone numbers and addresses are listed in the Air Force Directory. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05599-F Verheyden-
Hilliard, Mara 

8/17/2012 Request information related to the DoD consultation and/or coordination with municipal, state and/or local
police agencies on planning, authorizing and execution of joint military and police training exercises. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-05646-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

8/20/2012 Relevant to FA489009D0001, we seek * original contract award * task, delivery, purchase orders * ALL 
modifications - contract & orders * contract performance work statement / SOW 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-05794-F Swartz, Warren 8/29/2012 Requests information relating to Contract FA48900-10-C-0008 and FA4890-07-D-0001.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05897-F Gomez, Anne 9/4/2012 I am making a FOIA request for the 2007 Noise Study (ACC 2007) mentioned on Page 3-5 of the 
attached draft Environmental Assessment for the Proposed Update and Implementation of the National 
Guard Bureau Training Plan 60-1 in Support of Operation Snowbird Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, 
Arizona. Please forward all releasable information.

AFSEC Wharton, Althea 2012-05913-F Marcum, 
Raymond

9/4/2012 In accordance with the FOIA act I would like to request a copy of the Accident Investigation Board report 
for F-15A SN 76-0085, and any other information stored in your archives which relate to this incident. 



ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-05955-F Van Camp, 
Lawrence

8/27/2012 TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: I requesting under the Freedom of Information Act a copy of an accident 
report involving my father who was in the United States Air Force at the time of his death. The accident 
report that I am requesting is on: Major Lawrence Fisher Van Camp SSN: 487-07-3216 Date of death: 
June 25, 1958 Place of death: Big Bethel Reservoir, Hampton, VA Stationed at Langley AFB at time of 
death Cause of death: B57 crash I have attached a pdf document containing Air Force cards that were 
found in my father's wallet at the time of his death. My name is: Lawrence Marcus Van Camp P.O. Box 
381 Jasper, Arkansas 72641 Relationship to Deceased: son Under the Freedom of Information 
Act/Privacy, I am requesting information regarding the above named individual (Lawrence Fisher Van 
Camp). I am requesting under said act, the accident report, the cover page, synopsis page, plus any 
maps and photos contained in the accident report on Major Lawrence Fisher Van Camp. If necessary, I 
have a certified copy of the death certificate that I can supply, if needed. If I have sent my FOIA request 
to the wrong agency, I would greatly appreciate information on how to correctly ask for this information 
on my father's death. Thank you for any assistance you may be able to provide me, Marcus Van Camp 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-05962-F Amey, Scott 9/6/2012 Request for operative policies, guidance, orders and memoranda dating from 1 January 2005 to present 
(January 2012).

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-05987-F Oleson, 
Nathaniel

9/6/2012 Dear FOIA Officer: This is a request filed under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). I request a copy 
of all records concerning Jack Maynard Oleson, Service # A02083976, T51B. Jack Maynard Oleson was 
born on May 25, 1925. In order to help determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am 
an attorney representing John F. Oleson, the son of Jack Maynard Oleson, and this request is made for 
research purposes and not for commercial use. I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum 
of $50. If you estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please inform me first. FOIA requires that the 
United States Air Force must respond within 20 days after receipt of this request (5 U.S.C. 5 § 
552(6)(a)(i)). Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-06074-F Walters, Shelly 9/11/2012 Requests confirmation on whether or not a record was made involving a suicide attempt by one, Michael 
B. Walters, SrA, USAF. The attempt was made during the summer of 2011 at the address 605 Mickelson 
Ct.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-06105-F Greenewald, 
John

9/14/2012 I respectfully request a copy of the FOIA case log for the calendar year 2010 and 2011. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-06126-F Allgaier, 
Jennifer

9/14/2012 Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Centurion Research Solutions requests (pdf soft copy 
if available) for the labor categories and rates bid on the USAMS II contract. FA4600-08-D-9000, FA4600-
08-D-9001, FA4600-08-D-9002, FA4600-08-D-9003, FA4600-08-D-9004 and FA4600-08-D-9005. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-06133-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

9/17/2012 Relevant to FA489010C0007, we seek: * Contract * all modifications * SOW 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-06190-F Wibaldie, Steve 9/18/2012 I would like to request the AIB report for A-10A 81-0993. It took off from nellis and crashed on 06 DEC 
92 in the south west part of las vegas. Pilot was captian Byron L Greer. Thank You, Steve 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-06244-F Bell, Paul 9/21/2012 CLASSIFIED RECORDS. Tactical Air Command, Final Report, Operation Carolina Moon, AA-6-03. 
Distribution controlled by TAC(DORQ), Langley AFB, VA. Any photography of Carolina Moon weapon 
shape.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-06273-F Isherwood, 
Michael

9/24/2012 Request the manpower documents for: 9th Wing at Beale AFB CA 548 Intelligence Group, Beale AFB CA 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-06296-F Hatcher, Ryan 9/26/2012 Requester is requesting any records related to the following: 1) Purchase of a Johnston Boiler Company 
Johnston boiler for use at Mt. Hebo Air Force Station; 2) Shipping records for a Johnston Boiler Company 
Johnston boiler for use at Mt. Hebo Air Force Station; 3) Maintenance records for a Johnston Boiler 
Company Johnston boiler at Mt. Hebo Air Force Station. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-06327-F Tucker, James 9/26/2012 Request records regarding the abolishment of position 000193711C under RMD 703 



ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-06355-F Snyder, Peter 9/27/2012 Request information related to the below incidents that occurred, Shaw AFB, from Jun 1, 1998 through 
Aug 1, 2000. I was stationed at Shaw during this timeframe and need belwo information related to a VA 
compensation application. I would believe that police reports, base newspaper accounts, etc. might be 
able to provide the information. I only need a single copy of documentation that supports evidence of the 
event(s) listed. This should significantly reduce cost and would be no more than 100 pages. I am willing 
to pay the below stated amount towards cost if exceeding the two hours and 100 copies figure for FOIA. 
The events needed are: 1. Attempted suicide by airman (reserve sq) Jun 1998 - Oct 1998 timeframe 2. 
Death of a dormitory Airman. Two airmen were drinking, wrestling, and one died. Jul 1998 - Dec 1998 
timeframe 3. Electrocuetion death of a civilain CES employee. Sept 1998 - Sept 1999 4. Suicide of airman 
near base pool. Sept 1998 - Jan 2000 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2012-06360-F BUEHLER, 
DAVID

10/23/2012 ANY AND ALL SOCIAL ACTION REPORTS ALONG WITH ALL SP/OSI INVESTIGATION REPORTS AND 
TOXICOLOGY/UROLOGY TEST RESULTS FROM GEORGE AFB IN 1986-1987. ADDITIONALLY, ALL MISHAP 
INVESTIGATION REPORTS BY MYSELF FROM 831AD/SEG FOR THE PERIOD OF 1984 TO 1987. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2012-06376-F Trevithick, 
Joseph

10/11/2012 CLASSIFIED RECORDS. I am looking to obtain a copy of US Air Force Tactical Air Warfare Center 
(USAFTAWC) Final Report, Pave Coin, dated February 1971. This report is also identified as Tactical Air 
Command (TAC) Test 71B-137T. I am making this request as an other requester. Thanks, Josep h 
Trevithick

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00003-F Musgrave, 
Shawn

10/1/2012 Requester is asking for the following: 1. any requests for proposals, proposals submitted by vendors, 
contracts, budgets or cost allocations for the purchase and/or use of aerial drones, UAs, UAVs, and UASs 
(hereinafter drones); 2. any policies, guidelines, manuals and/or instructions on department use of 
drones, including on the legal process required (such as a warrant or court order), if any, before 
operating a drone; 3. any departmental records concerning this departments use of drones now or plans 
to use drones in the future including: a. the types of investigations or instances in which this department 
is using or plans to use drones, or how it plans to support, manage or oversee the usage of drones by 
another department or office; b. policies, guidelines, manuals and/or instructions on storage 
requirements or procedures for video or static images obtained through use of drones, including retention 
times; c. the altitude at which drones can or do fly; d. drones ability to carry weapons 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00028-F Hilton, David 10/1/2012 I think this request should be directed to the JAG office at Nellis AFB. I would like to know the details of a 
court case that involved the crash of F-15B, tail number 75-0085, that occurred on December 6, 1977. 
Fatalities in this crash were Lt. Col. David Allen Jacobsen and Col. William H. Walter III. I have been 
informed that testifying in this case was Mr. Richard J. Dobbek, an aerospace engineer employed at the 
time at Wright-Patterson AFB. If possible I'd like to have a copy of the transcript of the court case, and 
the final determination. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00030-A McClanahan, 
Kel

11/13/2012 See attached 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2013-00032-A Conte, John 11/26/2012 The FOIA appeal pertains to responsive case documents of the April 2, 1997 reported mishap, A-10 plane 
crash at Gold Dusk Peak, Holy Cross Wilderness within the White River National Forest, Colorado by Capt 
Craig D. button (pilot) of the 355th Wing, 357th Fighter Squadron Davis_Monthan AFB AZ. Conte's Appeal
in this tab is existing information the HQ ACC or D-M AFB regarding A-10 VTR Tape recovered at crash 
site, Godl Dusk Peak: (1) The A-10 pilot ability/functionality to erase and record over existing data; 
procedural policy. (2) Reasoning for the VTR not being itemized on crash site recovery; DD-22 thru DD-
33. (3) The dated VTR transfer, agency tagency/person to person, prior to Col Frazee receiving this. (4) 
The dated public news release by Davis-Monthan or site revoery team; on locating VTR. (5) Present 
location of said tape as of Nov. 20, 2012 and tape availability for review and analysis and National 
Archives and Record Administration restoration efforts. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00034-A Messineo, Carl 12/4/2012 APPEAL: The ACC did not conduct a complete search for records. Request a search at the following 
locatons: Base Plans Section, AFNORTH, 505 CCW, 9 AF, 12 AF, USAFWC Request all records from the Air 
Combat Command regarding consultation and/or coordination with any municipal, state and/or local 
police agencies within the United States, on the planning, authorizing, and execution of joint military 
training exercises.



ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00035-A Messineo, Carl 11/30/2012 See attached appeal letter. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00036-A Wohleb, Sheryl 12/4/2012 FOIA Request Case 2012-5366-F. I received the information on disk on Sept 11, 2012. There were a lot 
of sections that had been blocked out. I am requesting that the emails be re-sent to me with the very 
minimum washed, not the entire sections. There were many blank documents in this disk and I am 
unsure why and would like these documents. I would like all the MEMORANDUM for RECORDS that were 
washed/redacted. I would like a nonbiased 3rd party individual from Langley perform the search. There 
were some e-mails missing that I know exist because I have a few of them. If the request is placed in the 
hands of the actual people from whom I am requesting the e-mails; I will not receive the information I 
am asking for and this is the FOIA. Thank you for your most valuable time and attention in this matter. It 
is most greatly appreciated. Please see attached document. Thank you. If you cannot open this. Please let
me know and I will send it to you. Again, thank you. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2013-00071-F Conte, John 10/2/2012 I, John P. Conte, a former Tucson resident (72-83) is hereby making a request to a Federal Agency, 
United States Air Force-Davis-Monthan (D- M) Base, for access to records under the Freedom of 
Information Act Program (FOIA), (DODR 5400.7). He is requesting disclosure of service record- Persian 
Gulf, incident record and following investigations, and aerial mapping pertaining to former D-M Air Force 
Captain Craig D. Button A-10 Thunderbolt flight training exercise and crash within the Colorados Holy 
Cross Wilderness, Gold Dust Peak April 2, 1997. Of principle interest is a presentation quality mapping of 
the A-10s flight path superimposed onto the standard detail USGS 7.5-minute (1:24,000-scale) 
topographic map series with the April 2, 1997 flight timeline intervals of interest (landmarks & change of 
direction); departing D-M up until the point of impact at Gold Dust Peak and any eye witness accounts 
(Arizona, Colorado and New Mexico) confirming of the A-10 flight path, and including record updating the 
present status and search for locating the A-10 four (4) missing Mk-82 500lb. bombs. The requester, 
John P. Conte, can be classified as Category 3. Information shall be reviewed in pursuit and assist 
locating the A-10 four (4) missing Mk-82 (500lb.) bombs and substantiate Captain Craig D. Button intent 
on April 2, 1997. The information shall be shared and reviewed at The Executive Branch U.S. 
Government, Federal Departments and Agencies as requested. Conte therefore request fee waiver or 
latter paid through the Department cost center. He has some reserved resources in meeting cost of 
materials as requested, less payment issues, but an itemized cost schedule and prior agreements for 
services are preferred method as are digital copies and mapping. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2013-00072-F Page, Joseph 10/2/2012 Requester is requesting the following records: Copy of ACC, PROGRAMMING PLAN (PPLAN) 97-03, 
PREDATOR UAV FIELDING PLAN, INDIAN SPRINGS AIR FORCE AUXILIARY FIELD, NV, 6 DEC 1996 - held 
within IRIS 01120702, Air Force Historical Research Agency, Maxwell AFB, AL 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00217-F Lessig, Hugh 10/11/2012 I am seeking all releaseable information contained in a report from the NASA Engineering Safety Center, 
which asessed the F-22A Life Support System. This report was the subject of testimony on Sept. 13th 
before a House Armed Services subcommittee. The lead for the NESC team was NASA's Clinton Cragg, 
who testified that day. I understand that this report has been submitted to ACC. To be clear, I am 
specifying below that the search location is ACC-HQ because it appears I must select a location. However, 
I wish you to search any other relevant location where this report may have been submitted. 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2013-00222-F Carrier, Patrick 10/11/2012 Seeking "...any and all records concerning boilers at pressure vessels located at Wurtsmith AFB MI. You 
state you are also "...interested in any and all boilers and pressure vessels located at this facility including
all active, inactive, demolished, scrapped, exempts and otherwise classified vessels". Additionally, you 
also want information "...concerning any and all asbestos abatement activities that have taken place at 
this facility". The string of e-mails with the original request plus Mr. Carrier's agreement to split the 
request as well as additional clarification is attached. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00254-F Apodaca, 
Gilbert

10/15/2012 Mr. Gilbert Apodaca is requesting all Mental Health, Medical, Personnel, WIC and Police records, including 
reports of abuse and counseling for Sophia Zayas.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00261-F Campbell, Sean 10/15/2012 Copy of current contract and addendums to Tyndall AFBs fleet maintenance provider, the contract # is 
FA4819-12-C-0004 for vehicle maintenance 



ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00480-F Gregos, Jeffrey 10/24/2012 Documents related to November MAFEX at the Keno airstrip on the Nevada Test and Training Range. 
Specifically participating unit, exercise objectives, date of upcoming exercises as well as future exercises 
and local time of exercise. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00486-F Coburn, Arthur 10/25/2012 An IG complaint was filed with the Tyndall IG office concerning fraud, waste, and abuse of the 53 WEG or 
the 82nd ATRS on or about 17 Apr 2012 . Specifically Captain Carson was sent to formal training a week 
before PCSing to another assignment. Lt Col Miller, deputy commander, waved an IG investigation and 
conducted a third party investigation. Lt Col Leeder, the IG at Nellis AFB was given the complaint. Mr 
Arthur Coburn was the person who filed the complaint. Request a copy of the Commander Directed 
Investigation.

ACC Wharton, Althea 2013-00490-F Tarifa, William 11/1/2012 I would like to request year 2011 and 2012 purchase award history for the Air Combat Command (ACC) 
for all bases. The format of the file(s) can be in any of the following formats CSV, Excel or MS Access. 
The following fields are requested: Contract Number, Purchase Date, Unit Price, Quantity, Contractor 
Name, Contractor Cage, Contractor DUNS, NSN or NIIN, Part Number, Solicitation Number and POC 
Officer. Thank you for your assistance,

ACC Wharton, Althea 2013-00525-F Tarifa, William 10/24/2012 Dear Sir/Madam, This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. Sec. 552. Request 
Information: Our company would like to request year 2011 and 2012 purchase award history for the 
633rd Air Base Wing Command. The following fields are requested: Contract Number, Purchase Date, Unit
Price, Quantity, Contractor Name, Contractor Cage, Contractor DUNS, NSN or NIIN, Part Number, 
Solicitation Number and POC Officer. We are willing to pay costs associated with it. Please call or email if 
you have any questions. Please advise if over $300.00 prior to completing. Thank you for your 
assistance, ________________________ William Tarifa Manager, Internal Programs SAI Global 610 
Winters Avenue Paramus, NJ 07652 (201-986-1131 ext. 8035 7 201-986-7886 * 
william.tarifa@saiglobal.com <mailto:william.tarifa@saiglob al.com> ________________________ 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00527-F Bass, Gary 10/26/2012 1 - I am requesting water reports on the water well that supplied Bldg. 6028 that was located near the 
fuel depot on Bayou Drive near Bldg. 6067 and was abandoned in the late 1980s due to fuel farm tank 
leaks and identify contaminants found in the water treatment plants at the aforementioned locations. 2 - I
am also requesting Engineering Plats (drawings) that would identify the routing of underground water 
lines and well locations for the North end of Florida Avenue where many C.C shops were located in the 
1970s and which would also show the potable water well location feeding those shops, in particular Bldg. 
6028 and the well identifier number associated therewith. 3 - I am also requesting supply requisitions 
that identify 4756 Civil Engineering Squadron as having ordered Solvents such as TCE and showing the 
Electrical Power Production shop ordering solvents such as but, not limited to TCE. 4 - I am also 
requesting a positive statement from Tyndall that TCE and other volatile solvents were used by 4756 Civil 
Engineering Squadron and the electrical power production shop during the years 1975 and 1976. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00542-F Machado, 
Christa

10/30/2012 COMMANDER DIRECTED INVESTIGATION - I would like to request copiesof all releasable CDI Report 
information (charges, statements, testimony, exhibits, summaries, findings, recommendations, etc.) 
resulting from a CDI (initiated approximately during the week of 9 SEP 12) about Unfair Hiring Practices 
that was directed by Col Todd Flesch, 505 TRG/CC. I can accept copies via web download, CD, e-mail 
(crkmachado@cox.net) or mail at: 92 Harris Road NE, Fort Walton Beach, FL 32547 and I am willing to 
pay for these documents. Thank you, Christa R. Machado 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00619-F Hakamaa, 
Marko

11/7/2012 FOIA Request for Vacancy Selection Documents 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00637-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

11/5/2012 Relevant to FA489011T0004, we would like basic contract details resulting from market research under 
FA489011T0004 (i.e. contract number, vendor, award date/value, and period of performance) along with 
a copy of the PWS associated with this requirement.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00644-F Cantrell, Jeffrey 11/29/2012 Requester is requesting the following information pertaining to U.S. Air Force, Titan II Missile Silos, Pima, 
Cochise, and Santa Cruz Counties, Arizona 1) All documentation describing the agency's operations from 
1953 to 1972, including the types of operations, size of the facility, and number of employees. 2) All 
documentation identifying solvents used in production and maintencance activities at the facility listed 
above, such as those identifying the chemical composition and the quantities used, from 1953 to 1972 



ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00661-F Hicks, Jennifer 11/6/2012 I request the Agency process this FOIA request within the time frames as specified in the Commander in 
Chief's order. If there is any questions or clarification regarding this FOIA request, please contact me 
immediately to prevent a unnecessary delay.Thank you. Respectfully submitted, Jennifer D. Hicks 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00736-F Crump, 
Catherine

11/9/2012 Request information regarding UAS usage in US airspace. Item 4 and 5 applies to Creech/Nellis and 
Holloman AFB only.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00845-F Muller, Robert 11/29/2012 Request F22 Raptor Crash Report- from crash on Thursday 15 November, 2012, Tyndall Air Force Base, 
FL

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-00919-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

11/26/2012 Relevant to FA489008C0007 we seek, - Contract Award document to include performance work 
statements and all modifications to the contract, funding action and performance work statement scope 
modifications. P00001 - P00040 

ACC Wharton, Althea 2013-00949-F Musgrave, 
Shawn

11/26/2012 This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following records: -Memos, 
documents and reports related to the Predator UAV Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration (ACTD)

ACC Wharton, Althea 2013-01056-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

12/3/2012 Relevant to FA489011F0011, we seek - Contract - Mods - SOW - ManTech Proposal if available 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-01057-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

12/12/2012 Relevant to RFQ695342, we seek - Basic contract details for the RFQ (MATERIAL 
MOVEMENT/TRANSPORTATION), which was released via GSA LOGWORLD. - Basic award details such as: 
* contract number * vendor name * award date * value * expected expiration date. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-01074-F Williams, 
Steven

12/3/2012 Requesting the entire barment package that the 355 Davis Monthan AFB Legal Office. I have asked for 
the entire package before and wasn't given it in its entire according to Maj Felix I. Sutanto,(Deputy Staff 
Judge Advocate) He has read the entire package. I have asked for the entire package from the legal 
office.

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-01203-F Carmichael, 
David

12/10/2012 Under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552), I request a copy of following document(s) be 
provided to me: Records pertaining to unidentified aerial devices or objects, or like terms within the 
preview of your command, and or other commands, to be reviewed for release and all previously released 
documents pertaining to this subject. Also I request operational procedures for reporting such events of 
usual or unidentified events and or objects or like terms. Clarification #1. IAW AFI 10-206 Clarification 
#2. A time frame for responsive records 2011-2012, if any other records are located which are not with 
that time frame, I would like to request a review for release also. Clarification #3. Any records pertaining 
to OPREP and/or SITREP reports of unidentified institutions, by unidentified aerial devices or objects, 
witnessed/sighted or detected by other means around USAF facilities referred to as "AF OPREP-3 
Event/Incident Reporting" (AFI10-206 6 SEPTEMBER 2011 p 37). OPREP-3P reports are not restricted to 
operational information. Any inadvertent, accidental, unauthorized, or unexpected event or 
incident.....3.2.12. BEELINE (OPREP-3B). Used to report any event or incident that meets Air Force-level 
interest, but does not meet national or international level interest requirements. Although the report 
normally remains within USAF channels, BEELINE information is made available to agencies outside the 
USAF (NMCC, State Department, etc.) through asynchronous reporting." 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-01333-F Hameroff, 
David

12/17/2012 police report number SR2283359 for Judith M. Turner dated 11/07/2012. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-01418-F Lucy, Charles 12/20/2012 1, Any and all informationn related to ...Hawker Beechcraft Befense Company and related entities 
(HBDC), and its T-6 and AT-6 variant aircraft in the JEFX program and AZ ANG AT-6 Demonstration 
Program. 2. Any and all information related to JEFX and the ANG demonstration Program. 3. Any and all 
financial data and information related to funding for HBDC's participation in the JEFX program and the 
ANG Demonstration Program. 4. Any and all information related to the Air Force review, discussion and 
implementation of the Court of Federal Claims Memorandum Opinion and Order in Case No. 12-375C 
dated Oct 15, 2012 as it relates to funds provided to HBDC for the JEFX and ANG AT-6 Demonstration 
Programs. See attached letter. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-01429-F Biesinger, Lisa 12/27/2012 Military personnel information for servicemen and women stationed at Nellis AFB and Creech AFB: first, 
middle, and last names, residential address, and military rank. 

ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-01439-F Shults, Joseph 12/26/2012 Seeking responsive records pertaining to a Security Forces Altery Report on SSgt Beth Ann Shults and 
any other persons involved. 



ACC Bethea, Rand 2013-01444-F VILLARREAL, 
AMANDA

12/27/2012 On December 17th, 2012 myself and my boyfriend, Jacob Witt went to his son's mother's house (Deborah
Melendez) to pick up his son per a court order. We went to the door and asked for the child, and she 
slammed the door and never came back. I called security forces after waiting for about five minutes at 
approximately 1756L. After about an hour of us being there and waiting on a court order, the child was 
handed over. We asked the security forces guys if we could get a copy of the report. We were told that 
there wouldn't be a report written up, only a blotter entry. We are in need of the blotter entry, due to 
Deborah Melendez filing an Order of Protection against Jacob Witt due to that incident, in which she 
stated that Jacob and I were demanding and threatening her, as well as scaring her and her children. We 
are unsure of the court date but we have been told that it will be within the next 10 days. If I could 
please get this blotter entry as soon as possible, it would be greatly appreciated. Thank you. 

ACC Gaona, Monica 2012-01873-F Popper, Allan 2/10/2012 Mr. Popper requests a copy of the Payment bond for Labor and Materials. The request is made on behalf 
of CBC Steel Buildings Co, who provided materials and/or labor to Frank Webb Construction, the 
contractor on this project. The project is Beale Air Force Base CONSTRUCTION STORAGE, 17450 N. St. 
Beale AFB, CA.

ACC Gaona, Monica 2012-01874-F Popper, Allan 2/10/2012 Requests a copy of Payment Bond for Labor and Materials. The principle of the Bond is Frank Webb 
Construction, contractor.This request is made on behalf of CBC Steel Buildings Co, who provided 
materials and/or labor to Frank Webb construction, the contractor of this project. The project is Beale Air 
Force Base 940th, SFS WAREHOUSE, 17450 N St. Beale AFB, CA

ACC Gaona, Monica 2012-02993-F Salzman, Martin 4/6/2012 Member seeks to review and obtain copies of various project documents from the Department of the Air 
Force in order to recover balances from JMR Construction Corp.

ACC Gaona, Monica 2012-04088-F Mendoza, Jaime 5/23/2012 I request that a copy of the following document(s) be provided to me: Airfield Event Log of April 3, 2012 
at 7900 Arnold Ave., Beale AFB 95903 

ACC Gaona, Monica 2012-04577-F West, Theodore 6/22/2012 In September of 2011, I was given Barment orders via US Certified Mail by Brig Gen McGillicuddy. The 
nature of the rationale to Ban me and my Family from Beale AFB is nonsense in the rational person's 
opinion. Thinking that the Wing Commander changing would be enough to politely request to be re-
admitted to entry onto the Installation, I sent Col Stewart a nice letter - only to see that 'after careful 
review of the information provided' my Barment order still stands. This is funny, because I have had 0 
(zero) Due Process, and have not seen anything other than the Barment memos. I'd like everything 
associated with my name - Capt Theodore A. West - do be disclosed if there was some Investigation tied 
to a phone call that my prior Squadron Commander made to me before I was separated from the USAF 
on 30 Sep 11. Thank you for your vigilance in helping me track down this information in hopes to appeal 
it.

ACC Gaona, Monica 2012-04985-F Walczak, 
Jonathan

7/18/2012 Classified records review for records referred to Beale AFB from the Air Force Global Strike Command 
that were filed at the Air Force Historical Research Agency. ORIGINAL REQUEST: I am seeking copies of 
all documents the Air Force has on the Hale Boggs, the former member of the U.S. House of 
Representatives who disappeared after his plane crashed in Alaska in 1972. I am particularly interested in 
any and all files pertaining to his diappearance on Oct. 16, 1972, and the search for his plane. News 
reports from the time indicate that an SR71 took off from Beale Air Force Base to assist in the search. 
Please check all cross references and files located at field offices. Please also check for files and 
references under Boggs' full name, Thomas Hale Boggs, and/or Thomas Boggs. Boggs was born on Feb. 
15, 1914. 

ACC Gaona, Monica 2012-05364-F Hsieh, Eric 8/6/2012 Referral from OSI; please see attachment 

ACC Gaona, Monica 2012-05609-F Hollis, Bettina 8/17/2012 Request any records, reports, or portions maintained at BEALE AFB regarding asbestos tar used on 
boilers, and insulation contractors employed on site in between 1955 and 1965 

ACC Gaona, Monica 2013-00570-F kraemer, billy 10/30/2012 West Coast Business Products, Inc. is requesting a list of all of our GPC (IMPAC) credit card holders, 
including new holders through FOIA. Requester wants list to be current, no older than 6 months. 

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Air Combat Command (HQ) ' : 163�
Primary User Group : ACC - Beale AFB CA (9 CS)

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Beale AFB CA (9 CS) ' : 9�



ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-00167-A Gomez, Anne 9/6/2012 Thank you so much for sending the link to the Wyle Study, but I find no mention of the 2007 Noise Study 
(ACC 2007) in this document. Can you please direct me to the study. Thank you, Anne Gomez 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-01482-F Hill, Angelia 1/12/2012 request that a copy of the following documents be provided to me: Security Clearance activated in JPASS 
by the 355 CONS Security Officer, SSgt. Ian Lutjens in April 2010, documents provided to the DM IT Unit 
to activate my access to the AF LAN from April 2010 to June 2011, documentation that I was granted 
access to the AF LAN from April 2010 to June 2011 as a government contractor. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-02115-F Davis, Kristin 2/14/2012 Charge sheet and disposition in case of U.S. v. Andrew Cooksey. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-02188-F Davis, Kristin 2/16/2012 Charge sheet for Airman 1st Class Sean Bronson who was court-martialed on charge of aggravated 
sexual assault. Davis-Monthan AFB. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-02191-F Davis, Kristin 2/16/2012 Charge sheet for 2nd Lt. Charles Allen, Davis-Monthan. Court martial scheduled for Feb. 27 on charges of 
aggravated sexual assault, attempt sexual contact, wrongful sexual contact, conduct unbecoming of 
officer and a gentleman.

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-02269-F Finley, Holly 2/22/2012 all records, documents, and other items in relation to any excavation and/or construction (with contractor 
& certifcate of insurance) located at Craycroft entrance and Golflinks. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-03020-F Dixon, Christian 4/2/2012 police report on the incidents that occurred on Davis-Monthan AFB involving Casi Dixon 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-03092-F Haynes, Charles 4/4/2012 image and specifications for A-7A Corsair II, A-7D Corsair II, F-111A Aardvark, FB-111 Aardvark, RF-
111G Vampire, EF-111 "Spark Vark", F-14A Tomcat, F-14D Tomcat, A4Q Skyhawk, A4M Skyhawk aircraft 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-03513-F Longeretta, 
Joseph

5/8/2012 a listing of the grades, series, and duty stations (physical location) of all current NAF employees in the 
Davis-Monthan AFB unit, identifying the total number of employees in the NAF unit 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-03628-F Brennan, 
Christopher

4/20/2012 Please the attached FOIA Request Letter. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-03646-F Page II, Joseph 4/24/2012 A releasable overview briefing (i.e. powerpoint slides) about Joint Task Force-Bravo (12th Air Force asset 
mentioned in AF Link story http://www.acc.af.mil/news/sto ry.asp?id=123299173)

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-03665-F Fried, Elman 4/26/2012 A certified copy of all releasable information pertaining to the flight and crash of a Eurocopter AS3530 B3 
helicopter, registration number N509AM, which occurred July 28, 2010. This request includes, but is not 
limited to, the following materials: 1. Any report, with associated documentation, prepared in connection 
with this accident. 2. Recordings of communications with the aircraft, and any transcripts of those 
recordings. 3. Logs of communications with the aircraft. 4. Documents relating to control of the aircraft 
by Air Traffic Control. 5. The aircraft's flight plan. 6. Radar tapes and radar data relating to the aircraft 
(both NTAP and DART data formats). 7. Meteorological data at the time of the accident. 8. Photographs of 
the accident scene or aircraft. 9. Witness statements. 10. Any other documents not specifically mentioned 
related to this accident. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-04173-F Williams, 
Jeffrey

5/30/2012 Request the following information from Davis-Monthan 12AF Headquarters as it relates to the P0505A Lt 
Col Board which convened 6 Jul 2005: 1) Master Eligibility Listing (and the date it was sent forward) 2) 
Management level by the senior rater 3) Number of definite promote (DP) quotas during this promotion 
cycle

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-04216-F Jandt, Svetlana 5/30/2012 copies of my personal statements from the Family Advocacy and/or Mental Health records located at 
Davis-Monthan AFB. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-04425-F Wilson, Gordon 6/12/2012 looking for the person that was driving the lexas AZ 952-HXF on 2-19-11 in parking lot of commissary at 
2:00 p.m.

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-04750-F Ubiera, Juan 7/3/2012 Request copies of the 12th Air Force Inspector General's complaint analysis and emails and other 
releasable documentation provided by AFSOUTH/SG in response to IG Complaint 2012-09883 filed on 11 
May 2012. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-04958-F Rosenthal, Josh 7/17/2012 any performance reviews and letters of reprimand from the personnel file for Martha E. McSally 

Primary User Group : ACC - Davis-Monthan AFB AZ (355 CS)



ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-05054-F Wilkinson, Jeff 7/26/2012 Greetings, This is a FOIA request for the releasable portions of the (AFI 51-503) Aircraft Accident 
Investigation Board (AIB) Report involving the forced landing and runway overrun of F-4E 73-1163 on 17 
January 1990 at Seminole, Oklahoma. The aircraft was based at George AFB, CA, and crewed by Capt 
William Harris and Capt Steven Yount. Please include Tabs A to S forwarded from the Safety Investigation
Board (SIB), and those tabs added by the AIB. Thank you very much. 

ACC Madsen, Michelle 2012-05113-F Finley, Holly 7/24/2012 all records, documents, and other items in relation to the New Doormat power project from 04/07/2011-
07/01/2011 to include site access logins, date of installation of the facilities (water pipes etc.) and or any 
contractor excavation pertaining to the location and date. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-05744-F Hoover, Ronald 8/24/2012 request commander directed investigation report 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-05834-F Rogers, Mark 8/29/2012 Successful proposal by PDF & Associates of Aurora, CO and existing contract for "Grounds Maintenance, 
Davis-Monthan AFB AZ" in Tucson, AZ., 85707. Agency Department of the Air Force Office: Air Combat 
Command Location: 355 CONS. Place of Performance: 3180 S. Craycroft Road Davis Monthan AFB, 
Arizona 85707 United States. NAICS Code for this solicitation 561730; Landscaping/Grounds Keeping. A 
new solicitation for this work has been issued it is contract # FA4877-12-R-0005 but we are seeking the 
previous contract and successful proposal. 

ACC Madsen, Michelle 2012-05935-F Justice, Michele 9/4/2012 request the "Multi Award Contract FBNV11-0043A: Replacement Maintenance Shop Facility Task Order 2", 
copy of the DD 1155, Contract award document, SF 1442 Solicitation, Offer and Award document for the 
project, a copy of a list of subcontractors and/or a copy of the SF 1413 subcontractor listing forms as 
submitted by the General Contractor on this Task Order, a copy of the project construction schedule for 
the contract, and the proposed project completion date. 

ACC Queue, ACC - 
Davis-Monthan
AFB AZ (355 CS) 

2012-06014-F Gomez, Anne 9/12/2012 We presently have a FOIA request pending for the Davis-Monthan 2007 Noise Data Collection, Review,
and Validation Study (ACC 2007). It is our understanding from the 355th Public Affairs Office that these 
Noise Studies are done every two years. We request a copy of the 2009 Noise Data Collection, Review, 
and Validation Study (ACC 2009) and the 2011Noise Data Collection, Review, and Validation Study (ACC 
2011).

ACC Madsen, Michelle 2012-06334-F Williams, 
Steven

9/26/2012 request the entire barment package to include all Letters or Reprimand and other documents. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2012-06381-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

10/1/2012 Relevant to FA487712D0002, we seek * contract * SOW 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2013-00037-A Williams, 
Steven

12/3/2012 I was barred from Davis Monthan AFB. Inaccurate information was routed up per my chain in command. I 
have asked for the entire barment package from the 355 Legal Office but was never given the package 
from this Office. I was given partial of the barment package and not the complete package. I was asking 
for the entire barment package from the 355 Legal Office and the supporting documetns in which has 
gotten me bared from this installation. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2013-00053-F Jandt, Svetlana 12/10/2012 copies of IG complaint and other documents that are maintained at the 355 EMS first sergeants office. 
Regarding my husband Patrick Carstensen's investigation.

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2013-00259-F Williams, 
Steven

10/15/2012 request a copy of the entire barment package, family advocacy case, LOR, No Contact Order, SFS Report 
(data entry, blotter, statements form SFS members) in regards to domestic violence incident which 
occurred on DMAFB in the month of Nov 2011. 

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2013-00481-F Cantrell, Jeffrey 10/23/2012 Seeking information concerning the identity, nature, and quantity of materials that have been generated, 
treated, stored, transported to, or disposed of at the site. Also seeks information concerning the source, 
nature, and extent of any release or threatened release into the environment of hazardous substances, 
pollutants, or contaminants resulting from hazardous substance disposal at or near the Site. In reference 
to the Site which consists of the former Broadway South and Broadway North Landfills, located on the 
Pantano Wash at Broadway Blvd in Tucson, Arizona. The landfill operated from 1953-1972, although the 
site may have been used for waste disposal as early as the mid-1940s. The site, located in east central 
Tucson in Pima County, is bounded approximately by Speedway Blvd to the north, Pantano Wash to the 
east, Calle Madero to the south (south of Broadway Blvd), and Van Buren Ave to the west (west of 
Wilmot Rd). 



ACC Madsen, Michelle 2013-01029-F Morong, Scott 11/29/2012 copies of successful applicant(s) qualifications to include resumes of those who were selected for Job 
Title: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST (SYSADMIN); Department: Department of the Air Force; 
Job Announcement Number: 4V-AFPC-772071-753826-DJ; Vacancy ID: 772071; excluding any 
personally identifiable information except for name.

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2013-01281-F Graffious, 
Daniel

12/18/2012 I would like to modify my request . I would like to get information on, how many civilian workers on 
AMARG have been removed for a failed drug testing, preferably first time offense, in the last ten years. I 
would like to know the cost of it prior to the search. 

ACC Madsen, Michelle 2013-01328-F Justice, Michele 12/17/2012 information pertaining to Multi Award Contract FBNV11-0043A: Replacement Maintenance Shop Facility 
Task Order 2: a copy of the DD 1155 contract award document, a copy of a list of subcontractors and/or 
a copy of the SF 1413 subcontractor listing forms as submitted by the General Contractor (KWR 
Construction for this Task Order), a copy of the project schedule for the contract, and the proposed 
project completion date.

ACC Bentley, Lisa 2013-01365-F Wilson, Donna 12/18/2012 request scoring/ranking sheets and/or any other documentation used to determine the rationale for the 
selection regarding the hiring for the position of Community Support Coordinator, GS-301-12, 
announcement number 4V-AFPC-769909-740349-DJ, vacancy ID 769909. 

ACC Madsen, Michelle 2013-01433-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

12/24/2012 Davis-Monthan Air Force Base - with SunEdison Relevant to all contracts held by Davis-Monthan Air Force 
Base with SunEdison, we would like the following: 1. All contracts and related documents 2. Copy of PPA 
3. Any attendant "in kind services", land rights (lease, easements, right of ways) associated with the 
project. 4. Copy of Enhanced Lease Agreement (EUL) 

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2012-01942-F Hancock, 
Michael

2/7/2012 I am requesting a copy of my original birth certificate. I was born at the Dyess A.F.B. hospital on August 
14,1965

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2012-02693-F Burke, Patrick 3/13/2012 On my AF Form 4364 (promotion proprietary action) a note was made by hand in the attachments 
section. The attachment is listed only as 7 BW Memo, 20 Jan 12. The memo was described eslewhere as 
"Promotion Proprietary Action - 1Lt Patrick Burke". According to AFI 36-2501, paragraph 5.7.3.1 the 7 
BW commander was required to show me this memo prior to sending the AF 4364 and attachements to 
the Pentagon. However, I was not given the chance to see this document, nor to make a comment on the 
memo itself.

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2012-03274-F Locklear, Dean 4/19/2012 Requesting Option 2 year line pricing for contract FA4661-09-D-0007 (Dyess street pavement contract) 

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2012-03275-F Locklear, Dean 4/19/2012 Option year 2 line item pricing for contract FA4661-09-D-0004 (Demolition IDIQ) contract 

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2012-03915-F Mahoney, 
Annette

5/16/2012 Please send a complete base directory for Dyess AFB, including all unit, squadron and tenant unit listings, 
DSN & Commerical phone numbers. Thank you.

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2012-04093-F Mahoney, 
Annette

5/24/2012 I would like the 2011-2012 telephone directory for Dyess AFB, to include all Unit telephone numbers, 
commercial and DSN. Thank you!

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2012-04531-F Harris, Robert 6/11/2012 Too numerous to list, see attachment for specific details. Concerns contract FA4661-06-D-0006-0008 
(Repair Roof/HVAC Avionics).

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2012-04721-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

7/2/2012 Relevant to FA466108D0002, we seek contract document including all attachments... specifically want to 
see the attachment indicating the list of materials that the contractor is required to provide under this 
contract. * SOW 

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2012-04737-F Brumfield, 
Shirley

7/2/2012 I request all EEO, mission support, Dyess Child Development Center, and legal records regarding my 
termination November 19, 2007 from the Dyess Child Development Center. 

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2013-00305-F Brooks, Angela 10/17/2012 A copy of contract number FA4661-07-C-0004 between 7th Contracting Office, 381 Third Street, Dyess 
AFB, TX 79607-1581 (issuer) and Austin & Associates, 216 CR 408, Corinth, MS 38834 
(contractor/offeror). The applicable contractor code is 1SX46. The award/effective date is December 1, 
2006. The solicitation number is FA4661-06-R-0010. The solicitation issue date is September 14, 2006. 
We are requesting pages 1-50. This acquisition was an 8(a) set aside, bearing NAICS number 722310. 
This document is a food services contract to provide meals and related services to the base. 

ACC Sanders, Dianna 2013-01008-F Williams, Leo 11/28/2012 Copy of commander-directed investigation conducted on behalf of 7 MSG/CC involving requester and one 
other individual. 

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Davis-Monthan AFB AZ (355 CS) ' : 37�
Primary User Group : ACC - Dyess AFB TX (7 CS)



ACC Queue, ACC - 
Dyess AFB TX (7 
CS)

2013-01459-F Hicks, Karla 12/31/2012 I would like the service records of my father..all of his relatives have passed that may have information 
pertaining to his Air Force carrer..Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 

ACC Smith, Melissa 2012-00095-P Maciejewski, 
Daniel

7/25/2012 Member, Daniel Maciejewski, is requesting denal files pertaining to summer of 1958-59 in order to get VA 
denal.

ACC Smith, Melissa 2012-00128-P Shell, Chester 9/7/2012 Dear Sir or Ma'am, My name is Chester Shell Jr, I believe my father Chester Shell was stationed there in 
1963. Dad died last year on Oct 2 2011. I am seeking any and all information that you can provide to me 
including any files, forms, microfiche etc. I think Dads serial number was 016760771. I have sent a 
request to the National Personnel Records Center, most everything they had on Dad was destroyed in the 
fire in 1973. Any information provided will be greatly appreciated. Thank You for your time in this. 
Chester Shell Jr. 154 Baltic Dr. Weber City, VA 24290 Home Phone: 276-386-9049 Cell Phone: 276-639-
9087

ACC Dashner, Christina 2012-02028-F Ficek, Cecelia 2/9/2012 Request a copy of the Ellsworth AFB barment letter for spouse, Silas Ficek that was signed on/or about 
1/30/12.

ACC Dashner, Christina 2012-02355-F Darnell, 
Matthew

2/27/2012 Dear FOIA Officer, This is a request for information under the Freedom of Information Act. Please provide 
a list of all services being performed at Ellsworth AFB under the Service Contract Act. Please include the 
name and contact information of the contractor performing the service. Please provide the contract 
number and time period for each contract. Please state whether the contracted service is being paid 
under a collective bargaining agreement or an Area Wage Determination. If paid under a collective 
bargaining agreement, please identify the Union. I am willing to pay for duplication charges in excess of 
100 pages. If you deny any part of this request, please cite each specific reason that you think justifies 
your refusal to release the information. Also, please notify me of appeal procedures available under the 
law. If you have any questions processing this request, you may contact me by phone, mail or electronic 
mail. You may also utilize mail or electronic mail to provide the information. Sincerely, Matthew Darnell 
IUOE North/Central Region 7745 Tunnel Hill Rd. Goreville, IL 62939 Phone: (202) 302-8049 Email: 
mdarnell@iuoe.org

ACC Dashner, Christina 2012-02882-F Stephenson, 
Shenna

3/22/2012 Requesting documents from MEO case file submitted 6 Feb 12 to 5 Mar 12. 

ACC Smith, Melissa 2012-05911-F Barrett, Rick 9/4/2012 I would like to request any and all reports about chemicals Dioxin, Agent Orange or any of the other 
AGENTS Chemicals used and stored on Ellsworth AFB in the 1960s and 1970s. I understand some of 
these chemicals was identified in a VA request in 1995. I would like to have that report also. 

ACC Dashner, Christina 2013-00485-F Zhuk, Roman 10/24/2012 Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), we request repair information on a firefighting vehicle we 
understand to have been at Ellsworth AFB. It had the NSN of 421001462366 and was turned into Defense 
Logistics Agency Disposition Services (probably at the DRMO at Ellsworth) with the DTID Number 
FE469012710052. We do not need routine maintenance records, but we do need any documents 
describing repairs made to the firefighting vehicle and any documents describing mechanical problems 
with the vehicle.

ACC Boots, Donna 2012-01640-F Wagner, Gary 1/20/2012 Mr Wagner was in an accident near Van Horn, Tx on December 5, 1980 and was airlifted to William 
Beaumont Army Hospital. During his stay at William Beaumont Army Hospital, he was approached by 
members of the Staff Judge Advocate's Office located at Holloman Air Force Base. Mr Wagner was 
deposed by the Staff Judge Advocate personnel and was asked other questions as well. Mr Wagner is 
requesting any and/or all documents that the Staff Judge Advocate might have regarding his accident on 
December 5, 1980 and the deposition he gave them at that time.. 

ACC Boots, Donna 2012-02654-F Kachonik, Brian 3/9/2012 I need all documentation regarding all investigations, from 01 January 2012 to 29 February 2012, on A1C 
Brian Kachonik. 

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Dyess AFB TX (7 CS) ' : 12�
Primary User Group : ACC - Ellsworth AFB SD (28 CS)

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Ellsworth AFB SD (28 CS) ' : 7�
Primary User Group : ACC - Holloman AFB NM (49 CS)



ACC Boots, Donna 2012-02849-F Warren, Sam 3/28/2012 Under the FOIA I wish to see the EEO complaints at Holloman AFB Commissary over the period of 1 Jan 
2011 thru 1 Mar 2012. I would like to if an investigation was made on the complaints and the results of 
the complaint. Also if there was any Letter of Reprimands, Letter of Abolishments, Reassignments, or 
dismissal of the employees from the results of the investigation. Under the FOIA I wish to see the 
inspections from the veterinarian or public health that were conducted at the Holloman AFB Commissary 
over the period of 1 Jan 2011 thru 1 Mar 2012. Under the FOIA I wish to see any union complaints that 
took place on Holloman AFB Commissary over the period of 1 Jan 2011 thru 1 Mar 2012 and the results 
of the complaints. 

ACC Boots, Donna 2012-03667-F Page II, Joseph 4/26/2012 Digital photographs from the 49th Fighter Wing Safety Office and/or 49th FW Public Affairs of the QF-4 
accident, near Roswell, NM on 6 Jul 11. (These dates are as listed on the UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
CLASS A AEROSPACE MISHAPS page - http://usaf.aib.law.af.mil/) Please burn photos to a CDROM. 

ACC Boots, Donna 2012-03719-F ruprecht, 
elizabeth

5/2/2012 all police records and family advocacy reports 

ACC Boots, Donna 2012-04031-F McLeod, 
Margaret

5/18/2012 Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request delivery of the following documents and/or 
information for any pumps and boilers at Holloman Air Force Base in New Mexico that were installed prior 
to 1979; - date installed - manufacturer - type of pump and/or boiler - any other information regarding 
pumps and/or boilers at this location

ACC Boots, Donna 2012-04706-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

6/29/2012 Relevant to FA480111R0008, we seek Basic award details: - contract number - value - expiration date - 
contractor - first page of RFP 

ACC Boots, Donna 2012-04772-F Jerabek, Isabel 7/6/2012 Any and all reports regarding minor child Omar Wright, DOB 4/6/02. Child may also be known as Omar 
Quamae Santiago Wright.

ACC Boots, Donna 2012-05707-F Gooden, John 8/23/2012 Requesting Holloman Air Force Base police statement report from Gemma Gooden wife of John Gooden 
(retired AF member)

ACC Boots, Donna 2012-06027-F Freeman, Laura 9/10/2012 Calls made to security forces about occupant of 2544A Valencia Loop 

ACC Boots, Donna 2013-00390-F Blount, 
Youlanda

10/22/2012 I request case numbers 12008090012 and 12008040012 police reports and photos 

ACC Brown, Kayla 2013-00660-F Farless, Craig 11/5/2012 All Medical records, Family Advocacy records and Mental Health records for Craig Livingston Farless at 
Holloman Air Force Base, NM. I request that all records be sent to my address at 643 Old Hickory St, 
Panama City, FL 32404 and also be sent to Family Advocacy at Tyndall Air Force Base, FL. 

ACC Brown, Kayla 2013-00708-F Janes, Gregory 11/7/2012 I would like to request all fully releasable information for the following individuals including myself and 
my wife. The date of the incident ranges from April 1-May 31 of 2011. The incident is an Assault charge 
placed on a dependent from an active duty member. The information I would like to request is the 
citation and/or statement. Member Information: Gregory Matthew Janes SS#435-61-0027 DOB 
12/12/1984 Address 2204 Sacramento Circle Apt A, Holloman AFB, NM 88330 Suspect Information: 
Crystal Michelle Janes SS# 638-16-0012 DOB 5-2-1986 Address: 2204 Sacramento Circle Apt A, 
Holloman AFB, NM 88330 

ACC Boots, Donna 2013-00867-F Langston, 
Robert

11/29/2012 Requester is requesting emails and documentation relating from all individuals involved in the selection 
and hiring process relative to job announcements for positions at Holloman AFB, New Mexico 1) 
Community Support Coordinator (5C-AFPC-744605-70855-CRM 2) Work Life Specialist (5C-AFPC-733877-
711921-SC) 3) Social Worker (AFPC-731994-646681-OPM) 

ACC Lyon, Timothy 2012-00153-A Brand, Thomas 8/8/2012 I would like to make changes / details to the case# 2012-05384-F. 

ACC Coleman, Tanisha 2012-01994-F Garcia, Jennine 3/1/2012 Pertaining to upcoming solicitation FA4800-12-R-0001: 1. What are the prices, including modifications, 
for the current contract period? 2. Please provide copies of the Bid Schedule for the current contract 
period. 3. Please provide copies of the contractor invoices for the last tweleve months of the current 
contract. 4. Please provide copies of the current contract, to include all contract modifications. 

Primary User Group : ACC - Joint Base Langley-Eustis VA (633 CS)

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Holloman AFB NM (49 CS) ' : 15�



ACC Coleman, Tanisha 2012-02698-F Williams, 
Letrecia

3/12/2012 I am requesting a copy of my file--particularly the duty to warn report that was sent to Family Advocacy 
from Military One Source on or around 27 or 28 December 2010. 

ACC Coleman, Tanisha 2012-03528-F Scheele, 
Kimberly

5/8/2012 Releasable portions of the following items: - telephone directory - organizational chart 

ACC Coleman, Tanisha 2012-03597-F Ceballos, Dino 4/17/2012 I will like to have a photos copy of the Inerview that the Family Advocaci conducted on me and my 
daughters on the month of april By the Civilian name Mrs Graham here at FT Eustis JBLE. I need to have 
some type of file for my self in egard this matter thanks. I do not want a MEMO type of form I want copy 
of the original format used for the interview with hand writing and all ..thanks 

ACC Coleman, Tanisha 2012-04002-F Hinshaw, 
Robert

5/18/2012 REF: Solicitation No.: FA4800-12-B-0003, Langley Eutis Basewide Paving IDIQ SUBJ: Freedom of 
Information Request FOIA Officer: The following request is made under The Freedom of Information Act. 
Please send us the releaseable information as listed below; 1. Name of the current or past IDIQ Paving 
contractor. 2. Line item pricing used for the current or past IDIQ Paving contract. 3. Annual volume of 
current or past IDIQ Paving contract. 4. Range of size(small to large) for the typical delivery order in 
current or past IDIQ Paving contract. We are willing to pay FOIA fees up to $1,000.00. Should the fees 
exceed this amount, please contact the undersigned for possible modification. Electronic copies of the 
documents and responses are acceptable sent via E-mail. Thank you for your assistance. 

ACC Coleman, Tanisha 2012-04185-F Augustin, 
Ronald

5/30/2012 we would like to receive copies of the contract and any/all task order documents under the predecessor 
contract to Solicitation No. FA4800-12-B-0003, Langley Eustis Basewide Paving IDIQ. MFR: 8 June 2012. 
Talked to Mr. Augustin and he would like to amend his request for a RELEASABLE copy of contract, 
modifications and base year task orders.

ACC Coleman, Tanisha 2012-04198-F Gordon, Jesse 5/31/2012 Request payment information regarding FA4800-11-A-0036. See attachment for 6 individual items 

ACC Coleman, Tanisha 2012-04481-F Harwell, Vinez 6/15/2012 1. The resume of the person hired for the Legal Assistant (GS0986-6) position located at USSALS, Fort 
Eustis, VA, under Announcement Number SCER12356631R. 2. All documents/forms that demonstrate 
whether or not the individual selected for the above referenced position is related to any member of the 
Department of the Army. (This is most likely contained within this individual's personnel file. ) 3. Any and 
all documents, including e-mails relating to the advertising, interviewing, and selection of the individual 
for the above referenced position. 

ACC Coleman, Tanisha 2012-05211-F Strang, John 7/27/2012 This is a request for a list of all Construction projects in which Harbor Construction Company Inc. 
(address; P.O. Box 9145 Hampton, Virginia 23670-01450 has performed electrical work on as a Prime or 
sub-contractor that required Davis Bacon compliance. I will be seeking specific copies of certified payrolls 
submitted by this Contractor. The dates for this inforamtion request are from January 1, 2007 until 
present to include ongoing projects. This list should include: Project name Government project or contract
number amount of project start and completion dates if you cannor furnish any of the information 
requested from any specific installation above, please furnish the address for each, where a FOIA request 
for certified payrolls may be requested, if different from above address. 

ACC Coleman, Tanisha 2012-05262-F Faires, Zachary 8/1/2012 documents/reports containing information for any and all boilers, including active, inactive, exempt, 
scrapped and nonexistent, located at the Langley Air Force Base between 1965 - 1982. In particular, I am 
requesting the manufacturer of each boiler and the year the boiler was installed and if removed (if 
applicable).

ACC Lyon, Timothy 2012-05384-F Brand, Thomas 8/7/2012 I request a copy of the following documents related to Contract # FA4800-08-D-0002, Painting IDIQ Joint 
Base Langley/Ft Eustis. Bid Schedule, All Task Orders, All Modifications for the Base and All Option Years. 



ACC Lyon, Timothy 2012-05567-F Frankovich, 
Kevin

8/16/2012 The purpose of this e-mail is to submit a FOIA request seeking a copy of the Source Selection Statement 
for the recently awarded Langley Multiple Award Construction Contract (RFP# FA4800-11-R-0002). The 
awardees are: York River Electric, Inc. A4800-12-D-0001, Richard Brady & Associates, Inc. FA4800-12-D-
0002, Heartland Construction, Inc. FA4800-12-D-0003, Homeland Contracting Corporation FA4800-12-D-
0004, Noah Enterprises, Inc. FA4800-12-D-0005, Abbott General Construction FA4800-12-D-0006 The 
information can be obtained from 633 CONS. Please let me know if the cost of this request exceeds $500. 
Thank you in advance and please let me know if you have any questions. Kevin Kevin Frankovich CGR 
Associates, Inc. PO Box 16286 Washington DC 20041 Office: (202) 393-0683 Email: 
frankovich@cgrai.com <mailto:frankovich@cgrai.com> 

ACC Lyon, Timothy 2012-05747-F Sprague, 
William

9/4/2012 Under the Freedom of Information Act, request any and all emails to SrA Desmond Lutz from Jasmine 
Sprague regarding assistance and any and all emails from Desmond Lutz to Jasmine Sprague regarding 
assistance between May 28th, 2012 and August 3rd, 2012. Under the Freedom of Information Act, 
request any and all emails from SrA Desmond Lutz to the Security Forces 1st Sergeant regarding an 
attempt to report a criminal matter and any and all emails in response to SrA Desmond Lutz reporting a 
criminal matter between May 28th, 2012 and July 23rd, 2012. Under the Freedom of Information Act, 
request any and all emails or documentation granting approval or authorization or any denial for SrA 
Desmond Lutz to testify in civilian courts in accordance with AFI 51-301. Under the Freedom of 
Information Act, request any and all emails from Security Forces 1st Sergeant or SrA Desmond Lutz to or 
from Family Advocacy Program pertaining to Jasmine Sprague or William Sprague between May 28th, 
2012 and July 23rd, 2012. 

ACC Lyon, Timothy 2012-06082-F Strang, John 9/12/2012 633rd Communications Squadron/FOIA 175 Sweeney Blvd. Langley AFB, VA. 2366 September 11, 2012 
This is a request under the Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA) On behalf of IBEW Local 1340, and in 
accordance with the Freedom Of Information Act, as amended by the Electronic FOIA Amendments of 
1996. This is a request for a list of all construction projects in which Harbor Construction Company Inc. 
was or is a sub-contractor performing electrical work for Prime Contractor; Abbott General Construction 
Inc. for any and all ongoing or completed construction projects at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia. This 
list requested is from January 1 2007 until present and should include; Project Title or Name of Project 
Government Project Identifying Contract Number Start and Completion Dates Project (Dollar amount) 
Valuation IBEW Local 134 is willing to pay a fee for the release of this information if necessary however, 
in order to determine the status for the purposes of any applicable fees, you should know that we are a 
labor organization that represents workers engaged in the electrical construction and maintenance 
industries. One of our functions is to monitor enforcement of labor standards requirements, including the 
Davis-Bacon Act, as amended, 40 U.S.C. Chapter 31, subchapter IV. Accordingly, disclosure of the 
requested information is in the public interest, because it is likely to contribute significantly to public 
understanding of compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act and its implementing regulations. Moreover, 
disclosure of the requested information is not in the primary interest of IBEW Local 1340 because we do 
not seek the information for a use or purpose that furthers our commercial trade or any profit interests. 
Thus we ask for a waiver of all fees associated with this request. If there is a fee, please inform me of 
such before processing this request. If I can be of any assistance with this request, please do not hesitate 
to contact me. Sincerely and Thank You John Strang IBEW Local Union No. 1340 552 Industrial Park 
Drive Newport News, Virginia 23608 Office-(757) 875-1340 Cell Phone-(757)871-8781 



ACC Lyon, Timothy 2012-06115-F Newsome, 
Mario

9/14/2012 Dear Ms. Coleman, Under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. subsection 552, I am requesting 
information on if solicitation numbers W91QF108C0010, FA4800-08-C-0002, FA480012C0006, and 
FA480012C0005 are incorporated into the follow on Custodial Services at Joint Base Langley-Eustis, VA. 
If so, please provide the Base and Option Periods terms (dates) as well as the total annual dollar amounts
including all modifications. If there are additional Contract Numbers that are incorporated into the follow 
on Custodial Services at Joint Base Langley-Eustis, VA (Sources Sought Notice Number: MCP12CUST) 
please provide the Base and Option Periods terms (dates) as well as the total annual dollar amounts 
including all modifications If there are any fees for searching for, reviewing, or copying the records, 
please notify me before processing. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific 
exemption you think justifies your refusal to release the information and notify me of appeal procedures 
available under the law. Sincerely, Mario Newsome Diversified Services Group 301-322-6100 - Telephone 
301-495-2337 - Fax Schedule_ScreenB Thi s email may contain privileged or confidential information and 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 
copying distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited and may be unlawful If youACC Lyon, Timothy 2012-06222-F Sloane, Stuart 9/24/2012 Dear Sir or Madam, Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 5 U.S.C. § 552, we would 
appreciate your providing us with the documents described below. Unfortunately we have been 
unsuccessful to date in obtaining this information through normal channels and so must pursue our 
access through FOIA. We understand that we can now anticipate receiving these documents or your 
response within 20 days from receipt of this request. We would like the following information regarding 
contract # W91YTZ07D0007 1. 52.222-43, Fair Labor Standards Act and Service Contract ActPrice 
Adjustment modification and accompanying Section B (Firm-Fixed price schedule) & (IDIQ price 
schedule), Schedule of Deductions (if applicable) and Wage Determination that was used for the basis of 
the request for adjustment for the current contract period. 2. Copy last three monthly invoices from the 
incumbent contractor 3. Name, address, telephone number and email address of the Contract Officers 
Representative If you feel you must deny all or any part of this request, please advise us of the specific 
exemption which is the basis of your refusal to release the information. Also, please let us know any 
appeal procedures in your agency that are available to us. We agree to pay reasonable fees associated 
with this request; however, if costs will exceed $100.00, please advise me before incurring them on our 
behalf. Please also include a copy of this FOIA request with your response. We know your office is very 
busy and truly appreciate your attention to this matter, which is very important to our growing small 
business. Sincerely, Stuar t Sloane Integrity National Corporation (301) 424-8405 

AFPC Lyon, Timothy 2012-06248-F De Souza Jr., 
Ray

9/21/2012 Request that an inquiry be made to find an Air Force Achievement medal that I was award in 2002. AFPC 
is requesting i provide the citation as the medal is not showing up in PRADA. The decoration however is 
showing up on my SURF. Please see attachment for the AFAM auth number and other details. The 
decoration was awarded by the 83 Network Operations and Security Center (NOSC), currently known as 
the 83 Network Operations Squadron, Langley AFB, Va. The points of contact at the squadron that is 
familiar with this issue is MSgt Kathleen Garraway, DSN 574-6704, or 757-764-6704, email 
kathleen.garraway@us.af.mil. All local searches have been performed. Also an inquiry to the Langley's 
Base Records Office was made, however they found nothing. 

ACC Lyon, Timothy 2013-00526-F Cuttino, Ben 10/26/2012 Request for a copy of Auto Accident report that occurred on 01 May 2012 on Joint Base Langley Eustis 
VA. Police, and Fire reports and or public documents as it pertains to this accident. Claim# 1508 16 61 
001 Insured party: Arbil Ramos Tag# XMR2917 

ACC Lyon, Timothy 2013-00534-F Landwehr, 
Christopher

12/7/2012 Langley FOIA Office, Under the Freedom of Information Act, and as the legal guardian, I am requesting 
information and records of any and all documents, reports, statements, notifications, email traffic, to 
include medical documents, photos, x-rays, from all organizations involved to include the 633 ABW, 633 
MDG, 633 SFS, Family Advocacy and local OSI Detachment, related to the Emergency Care, 
hospitalization and incident investigation for Luke M. Landwehr starting on 30 August 2012. If there are 
any fees for searching for, reviewing, or copying the records, please notify me before processing if the 
amount exceeds $50.00. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption 
you think justifies your refusal to release the information and notify me of appeal procedures available 
under the law. If you have any questions about handling this request, you can contact me at home at 520-
603-3023, my office at 757-764-7577 and personal email at jmlandwehr@hotmail.com 
<mailto:jmlandwehr@hotmail.com > . Sincerely, Christopher M. Landwehr 134 Bryant Ave Hampton, VA 
23665



ACC Lyon, Timothy 2013-00581-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

11/1/2012 Contract Number: FA4800-12-C-0008; Relevant to RFQ703892, we seek - First page of contract with 
awardee name - contract number - TO number - award date - ceiling value - expiration date 

ACC Lyon, Timothy 2013-00796-F Maltez, Claudia 12/21/2012 FAMILY ADVOCACY AND CENTRAL REGISTRY BOARD RECORDS. Request for expedited production of 
records pursuant to the freedon of information act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the privacy act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 
552a) Pursuant to the freedon of information act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the privacy act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 
552a) I respectfully request expedited production of the following documentation on behalf of myself, 
Claudia Maltez, Captain, USAF, 594-15-3551. A complete copy of any and all reports(interim and /or 
final) and other documentation, by or on behalf of, which is in any manner related to: a) All 
documentation which were considered in making the determination that the incident met the criteria for 
physical maltreatment and in any manner support or dispute the allegations. 

ACC Lyon, Timothy 2013-01232-F Manley, Brenda 12/12/2012 I would like to know the number of DoD Government Service employees assigned to Joint Base Langley-
Eustis VA in the last 5 years that have been listed for pay purposes as Absent Without Leave (AWOL). I 
am a private civilian doing research on civilians employed on Joint-Base Langley Eustis VA. Any assistance
you are able to give me in this matter would be greatly appreciated. 

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-01386-F Anderson-
Warren, Nancy 

1/9/2012 Copy of memo terminating Laura Dunning as Manager of Moody Thrift Shop given to Maj Freeman. 

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-01555-F Belcher, Steven 1/18/2012 Seeking only the awarded firm and amount for the following: Maintenance of a JLG; drivable boom lift 
Solicitation Number: FA4830-11-Q-0107 Agency: Department of the Air Force Office: Air Combat 
Command Location: 23 CONSPrintLink Solicitation Number: FA4830-11-Q-0107 Notice Type: Combined 
Synopsis/Solicitation Synopsis Primary Point of Contact: SrA Jenifer Garland, Email: 
jenifer.garland@moody.af.mil Phone: 229-257-4712

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-02806-F Shapiro, Ben 3/20/2012 Request a copy of the Payment Bond issued by Slone Associates, Inc. and its Surety. I also request a 
copy of the Power of Attorney attached to the Payment Bond. 

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-03260-F Bartosh, 
Cynthia

4/18/2012 Copy of award document, any modifications, evidence used by the CO to prove current contractors past 
performance in Library Services, DUNS number of current contractor, and any documentation verifying 
current contractor is a small business under the Library Sevices NAIC. 

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-03589-F Bartosh, 
Cynthia

4/16/2012 I am hereby submitting this FOIA request on the award of the solicitation identified below with the 33rd 
CONS, Moody AFB, GA: Request for Information on Award of Solicitation FA4830-12-Q-0008 a. A copy of 
the award document (Contract) to Corporate Protective Services. b. A copy of any modifications issued to 
the Contract. c. A copy of the Evidence used by the Contracting Officer to prove Corporate Protective 
Services, Brunswick GA past performance in Library Services. d. Corporate Protective Services, Brunswick 
GA DUNS Number if not included on the Contract document. e. Any documentation performed by the 
Government to verify that Corporate Protective Services, Brunswick GA is a small business under the 
Library Services NAIC (i.e. Affiliation with The Taylin Group, etc.). Request a response to Cynthia D. 
Bartosh, Acquisition 4 You, Inc. at 130 Edgewater Drive, Brunswick, GA 31525, e-mail: 
ctiny12@comcast.net. I am willing to pay the processing fees for this FOIA request. 

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-03596-F Noah, Megan 4/17/2012 Military records for SrA Jesse Cade Noah. 

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Joint Base Langley-Eustis VA (633 CS) ' : 24�
Primary User Group : ACC - Moody AFB GA (23 CS)



ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-03633-F Bartosh, 
Cynthia

4/23/2012 This FOIA request is submitted to amend FOIA Request assigned Case No. 11048. I have removed the 
first two requests from that FOIA request. The following items are hereby submitted for this request for 
award of solicitation No. FA4830-12-Q-0008: a. A copy of the Evidence used by the Contracting Officer to 
prove Corporate Protective Services, Brunswick GA past performance in Library Services. b. Corporate 
Protective Services, Brunswick GA DUNS Number. c. Any documentation performed by the Government to 
verify that Corporate Protective Services, Brunswick GA is a small business under the Library Services 
NAIC (i.e. Affiliation with The Taylin Group, etc.). I will pay the fees associated with this request up to 
$15.00. Sincerely, Cynthia D. Bartosh ctiny12@comcast.net 

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-03782-F Volk, Jason 5/11/2012 This request pertains to the finances of contracts with or associated with AtHoc, Inc. (located in San 
Mateo, California). Request the total $ amount of all contracts paid to Athoc, Inc. during 2011, 2010, 
2009, 2008. In addition, request copies of all purchase orders and contracts with AtHoc, Inc. Also, please 
provide copies of contracts for product IWSAlerts or other Athoc products by associated firms Vion 
Corporation, Unisys, Telos, TechTrend, Reliable Government Solutions Inc., Prosis Hawaii, Northrop 
Grumman, NCI, Lockheed Martin, Iron Bow, Impact Technologies, Harris, GTSI, General Dynamics, 
Enabling Technologies, CompuNet, Inc., Coleman Technologies, Inc., Centech Group, Inc., GMRI/PCMall, 
World Wide Technology, and others. Also, please include contract vehicles such as GSA, NETCENTS, NASA 
SEWP.

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-04219-F Knight, Marquis 6/4/2012 Contains FOUO/PA Information Requester is requesting a copy of his Correctional Treatment File. 

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-04989-F Seidel, Valerie 7/19/2012 Attached please find an excel file listing the specific items we are requesting. We do not require any 
proprietary info; aggregated dollar amounts for each line item are adequate for our purposes. All data is 
acceptable in electronic format. Thank you kindly for your assistance. 

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-05882-F Alston, Whitney 8/30/2012 I am asking to receive information on an Inspector General and Equal Opportunity complaint. i would like 
the complaint documents as well as the interview questions and any other information that can be 
released.

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2012-06150-F Carney, Angel 9/17/2012 Family Advocacy records for dependents at Moody AFB, GA. 1 - Caleb Cap, DOB 16 Oct 2005, SSN 649-
38-4401, son 2 - Alyssa Cap, DOB 16 Sep 2008, 423-68-5838, daughter

ACC McDonough, Nelda 2013-00628-F Kettinger, 
Darlyn

11/2/2012 Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) I would like to request the following information for 
Solicitation Number FA4830-12-Q-0076 Training Services for Moody Air Force Base Georgia: 1. A copy of 
the winning contractor's proposal 2. A copy of the winning contractor's contract If you cannot email this 
to me and need to mail it we would be willing to pay for any expenses incurred for mailing or 
reproduction. My email address is dkettinger@luminaedu.com. 

ACC Harper, Christina 13-TEST-00002 Crump, 
Catherine

12/10/2012 request a copy of a contract # 1234 

ACC Harper, Christina 2012-01679-F Cuttino, Ben 1/24/2012 Auto/Incident report...and/or a blotter entry...Len Carter 

ACC Edwards, Alon 2012-01843-F Cuttino, Ben 1/31/2012 A copy of the Auto/Incident report and/or a blotter entry on 26 Oct 1, involving Rebeca A Wegener 

ACC Harper, Christina 2012-01876-F Laflam, 
Christopher

2/1/2012 Request for Contract FA4897-12-Q-0001, copies of all proposals submitted for contract, and vendor 
selection report.

ACC Edwards, Alon 2012-02297-F Cuttino, Ben 2/23/2012 Requester would like a copy of the Auto/Incident report...and/or a blotter entry 

ACC Edwards, Alon 2012-04228-F Cuttino, Ben 5/31/2012 Reqwuester would like a copy of the QAuto/ Icident and/ or a Blotter entry involving Sheryl A. Miller. 

ACC Edwards, Alon 2012-04229-F Cuttino, Ben 5/31/2012 Request wants a copy of Auto/ Incident involving Sheryl a. Miller 

ACC Edwards, Alon 2012-05848-F Cuttino, Ben 8/29/2012 A copy of the auto/ incident report and blotter entry involving Aurther E. Ortiz on 16 Jul 12 

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Moody AFB GA (23 CS) ' : 14�
Primary User Group : ACC - Mountain Home AFB ID (366 CS)



ACC Harper, Christina 2013-01300-F Falgoust, Norrie 12/14/2012 All releasable information on Adam T. Whitaker (SSN: 516-19-6808; DOB: 19890414); Airman First 
Class, Initial Date: 16 Oct 2007; Last Duty Assignment: 366 Equipment Maint Sq (ACC); Discharged: 
Under Other than Honorable Conditions (09 Jun 2009); Separation Authority: AFI 36-3208; Triable by 
Court-Martial; and: *Also would like to know if he was Administratively Separated or Summary Court 
Martialed. *Referral Service of Charges (#14 and #15 on DD Form 458) 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-00046-A Heron, Earl 1/19/2012 The below excerpt of letter to my Congressman documents your 3 August 2011 "no records" response
letter omits records attempts at the specific office locations specified in my online foia request. The letter 
implies contact with the 57 FWW Legal office will have resulted in attempts at the offices I requested, 
without specific no records responses from these offices. For example, the Thunderbird museum is not a 
substitute for the USAFADS Safety Office. Also, paragraph 10 of the 3 August 2011 letter of reply from 
the FOIA manager to Congressman Ackerman states that "the releasable copy of the safety 
report...contains almost everything addressed in the AIB. This statement is materially false as the 
releasable pages of the AIB count about 122 pages while my research from court documents referring to 
the AIB report indicate the AIB report indicate it is over 700 pages long. I ask that the appeal remain 
open as I am still pursuing these records here and thru the Congressman and his liaison with the USAF. 
August 5, 2011 The Honorable Gary Ackermann 218-14 Northern Boulevard Bayside, New York 11361 
VIA FAX ONLY Dear Congressman Ackerman: Subject: Your August 3, 2011 Reply Re: FOIA case 2011-
03889-F Thank you for your efforts in this regard. Some key points made by the ACC FOIA manager in 
their August 3 letter: the AIB custodian had no records indicating this AIB was labeled for historical 
significance and should be retained as a permanent record. This statement states no action plan given 
their process for such identification appears inadequate. Given the reasons I listed in my original 
correspondence to Congressman Ackerman making all accident board reports permanent records would 
make such subjective decisions regarding historical records moot. There is no justification for destroying 
the public document (accident board report) after 25 years while still withholding from release portions of 
the permanent (record safety board report) after the public document is destroyed. We are not obligated 
to ask individuals assigned to key positions or base personnel if they retained a personal copy of a 
government record. A lack of obligation does not constitute a reason to refuse a suggestion to do so. As I 
reflected above, ACC made a statement that the report was not flagged historical without conceding this 
appears to have been a mistake. Given what I believe was a mistake, I do assume some obligation to 
make the specific office contacts I suggested to replace a record that was mistakenly destroyed. ACC has 
chosen not to fulfill a citizens request that just such a request be made, not for a Team members 
personal copy, but for a copy retained by the Team in one of the offices listed in my letter. Although their 
unsuccessful attempt was not unreasonable with the Thunderbird museum, it was not one of the offices 
listed in my letter. ACC ... avoided the likely places I suggested... NOTE: If an individual is identified as 
having a copy of a record past its disposition, we may obtain a copy to reply to a FOIA request. I thought 
I was more than specific enough in my original correspondence. However, if anyone would know the 
location of this retained report somewhere in the Teams files it would be the Commanders secretary, Ms. 
Maureen Walker. She was there in January 1982 and continues her service today in that capacity.

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-00050-A Steiner, Samuel 1/26/2012 I am appealing this request. The reason for my appeal is because I received a response for this FOIA 
request that said that Nellis AFB could not produce all of the releasable documents that I requested 
because it would take tremendous amounts of labor and man hours to process this FOIA request. I would 
like to explain more specifically the types of records that I am requesting: I am requesting a history of 
how Area 51 operates and what projects that Area 51 is currently undertaking. I had requested in my 
original request to obtain a certification by the Commander, Nellis AFB, saying that the records were 
accurate and true to the best of their knowledge. I still would like that certification, however, if you 
cannot provide it to me, it is okay. 

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Mountain Home AFB ID (366 CS) ' : 9�
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ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-01292-F Steiner, Samuel 1/3/2012 I would like to request all releasable records that the Air Force has on file for Nellis AFB, Nevada. 
Specifically, the records that I am requesting relate to the following areas: Area 51, Groom Lake, Nevada,
Dreamland, Detachment 3, Air Force Flight Test Center, and the National Classified Test Facility. In 
addition to all releasable records, I would like a letter, signed by the Commander of the Nellis AFB, that 
specifies the following information: that the areas mentioned above are active and operating Air Force 
installations and a specific account of what activities are occuring at these installations. In addition, I am 
requesting that all of the releasable records be certified by the Commander, Nellis AFB, to confirm their 
accuracy and validity. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-01417-F Ditto, Mandy 1/10/2012 Photographs from 99 SFG incident report I20111100054. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-01761-F Hagar, Jason 1/30/2012 Copies of incident reports from December 2009 to June 2011 involving Jason Hagar and Mialisa Hagar. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-01833-F REPORTING 
BUREAU,
METROPOLITAN

1/31/2012 Report of car accident between Stepan Mitchell and Paul Loughery on 15 November 2011 at Rickenbacker 
and Griffith. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-01893-F Purtle, Margaret 2/2/2012 99 CES incident report from 21 Jan 12 involving requestor. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-01940-F Montero, David 2/6/2012 flight records, to include Military Flight Plan and weight and balance clearance forms pertaining to B-25 
Mitchell (typeTB-25N-35NC) tail #44-29125. This plane crashed in Pittsburgh on January 31 1956. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-01981-F Patterson, 
Janice

2/8/2012 current vacancies on Nellis and Creech AFB by orgainization, series and grade. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-02138-F Black, Millicent 2/15/2012 Documents pertaining to the mircowave auditory and hearing effect, artificial and/or synthetic telepathy, 
radio and microwave frequencies, and/or any device/weapon which uses and/or causes susch effect; and 
any covert of undisclosed use hypnosis, i.e radio hypnotci intra-cerebral control. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-02284-F Doubleday, 
Russ

2/23/2012 Minutes of all Nellis Civilian Military Council Exective Board Meetings from when Steve Kirk was on the 
committee, including absences, from 1999 until he left the committee. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-02796-F Page II, Joseph 3/20/2012 Releasable digital photographs of 4477th Test and Evaluation Squadron (i.e. CONSTANT PEG) aircraft, 
circa 1977-1988 OPR is 57th Wing history office 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-02805-F Sullivan, Susan 3/20/2012 Names of business or individuals who provided contracted goods or services in support of Aviation Nation 
2011 and which were paid for with appropriated funds. Provide only contracts of $1000.00 or greater. 
Particularly interested in contracts for bus transportation, logistical support, pyrotechnics, portable toilets, 
refurse collection, traffic services, crowd control, aerial performances, and static displays. requesting 
copies of contracts, if contracts not releasable, copies of perfromance work statements, requests for 
proposals, statement of work or equivalent documents. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-02831-F Palecek, Karen 4/9/2012 This firm has been retained Sunland Asphalt and Sealcoating, Inc. ("Sunland") in cnnection with the 
contract between Sunland and Canyon Electric Company, Inc. ("Canyon") on the above-referenced 
project ("Project"). Sunland has not been paid for the labor and materials incorporated into the Project. 
Pursuant to A.R.S. 39-121, the Freedom of Information Act ( FOIA L I would ask that the following 
documents be copied and returned to me. 1. The Prime Contract between Canyon and the Federal 
Government or any other Prime Contract on this project; 2. Copies of any and all applications and 
certificates for payment, submitted by Canyon or the Prime Contractor; 3. Copies ofthe payment and 
performance bonds submitted to the Federal Government on this project and the payment and 
performance bonds submitted by Canyon; and 4. Copies of documents showing payments to Canyon 
and/or payment history records showing payments made by the Federal Government on the above-
referenced project; 



ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-02873-F Smith, Erin 3/23/2012 I was listed as a witness in a sexual harrassment charge, against Lt. Col. Stephen L. Hampton. I am 
looking for information on the outcome of that case, to add to my PTSD-MST claim with the V.A.. I do not 
remember the name of the other female that filed the charges, however, I do know that Nellis AFB 
lawyers contacted me (I was out of the Air Force) by phone, and asked me questions. All of us had been 
assigned to the 11TH R.S., 57TH Wing at Nellis AFB, in Las Vegas, Nevada. I cannot remember the exact 
date, but it was either in 1996 or 1997. My name is Erin Smith, I am a civilian/veteran. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-03257-F Gregos, Jeffrey 4/18/2012 Request records regarding Mobility Air Force Exercise (MAFEX) conducted at Keno Airstrip on hte Nevada 
Test and Traning Range. Specifically request the following: 1. Participating Units 2. Exercise Objective 3. 
Date of Upcoming and Future Exercises 4. Time of Exercises 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-03595-F Marotta, 
Daphne

4/17/2012 The document I need is a Commander Directed Investigation into Ms. Daphne Marotta's allegations 
against Nellis AFB. The CDI was ordered on January 24, 2012 from the Commander of the Air Force War 
Center at Nellis. I, Daphne Marotta, filed a Congressional Complaint with Congresswoman Martha Roby, 
2nd District Alabama in December 2011 which iniatited the CDI from Maj Gen Harvey in January. I am 
the individual who filed the Congressional Complaint and an investigation was held at Nellis between 
January 24 and March of 2012. I need the entire report to include interviews and notes taken during the 
interviews. Thank you in advance for your help. Requester Name: Daphne Y. Marotta I declare under 
penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the foregoing is true and correct, 
and that I am the person named above (requester) and I understand that any falsification of the 
statement is punishable under the provisions of 18 U.S.C. section 1001 by a fine of not more than 
$10,000.00 or by imprisonment of not more than five years or both, and that requesting or obtaining any 
records under false pretenses is punishable under the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552a(i)(3) by a fine of not 
more than $5,000.00 Requester Signature and Date: Daphne Y Marotta April 17, 2012 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-03605-F Strauss, Ariel 4/19/2012 I am requesting information regarding JRI Inc./Colet Rescue Fire Fighting (ARFF) vehicles have been in 
service at Nellis AFB between 1995 and the present. See attached document indicating the existance of 
Colet vehicles at Nellis AFB. In particular, I am requesting information regarding mechanical problems 
experienced as may be shown in a) Maintenance or other records detailing the problems experienced; b) 
Internal communications regarding mechanical trouble with those vehicles; c) Communications between 
your command and JRI regarding mechanical troubles d) Contracts between JRI and Langley or any other 
ACC division e) Other documents where evidence of vehicle problems may be found. Please provide all 
relevant discloseable documents in their original. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Ariel Strauss 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-03644-F Page II, Joseph 4/24/2012 A collection of digital photographs taken by 99ABW/PA photographers during Red Flag 12-3 (Feb. 27-
March 16 2012). Please burn photos to CD-ROM 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-03645-F Page II, Joseph 4/24/2012 Electronic copies of "Weapons Review" (USAF Weapon School publication) articles written by JOHN BOYD 
(1LT/CAPT or MAJ)

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-03819-F Harding, Robin 5/11/2012 All documents relating to a contract between the Air Force and Key Airlines, Inc to provide an air shuttle 
transport service between Nellis AFB and the Tonopah test range in Nevada between approximately 1983 
and 1992. Documents to include a copy of the contract, any requests for proposals issued or reissued 
before contract renewals, any correspondence between Key and the Air Force, and any materials relating 
to the decision to award the contract to Key. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-03899-F Sciarratta, 
Cynthia

5/15/2012 Please send two complete base directories for Nellis AFB, including all unit, squadron, and tenant unit 
listings, DSN & commercial phone numbers. 

AETC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-04036-F owens, shane 5/22/2012 sir, I would like to request my WAPS test scores from 2009 when I tested for staff,, just send it to me in 
an email if possible.. shane.owens@creech.af.mil thank you for your time 



ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-04071-F Komornicki, 
Adam

5/23/2012 We (RexCon LLC) were originally awarded Mobile Central Mix Concrete Batch Plant Solicitation Number: 
FA4861-11-R-B014 which was subsequently protested by Erie Strayer and overturned by the GAO and 
ultimately awarded to Erie Strayer on the basis of the lowest price. We would like any information 
regarding their winning bid, such as the model of concrete plant of the winning bid as well as their full 
commercial proposal and any supporting documentation. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-04182-F Jeffries, Colleen 5/30/2012 Any documents from May 15 2011 to 28 June 2011 used to support banning me from Nellis AFB and 
Creech AFB 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-04636-F Dierdorff, 
Donald

6/26/2012 Blotter entries or incident report involving Donald Dierdorff in Decemeber 2009 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-04732-F Thwaits, Rana 7/19/2012 Securiry Force investigation report from Jan-Mar 2012 related to William and Rana Thwait. Family
Advocacy records related to Willaim and Rana Thwait. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-04812-F Boyd, Amanda 7/9/2012 Employment status of providers who saw Mr. Melvin Kornberg @ Nellis AFB. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-04830-F Ebert, Greg 7/10/2012 I respectfully request all releasable information regarding my Remission Application for a debt collected 
by 99 CPTS at Nellis AFB, NV, in April 2012 for $1400.74. The Remission Application CMS Case Number is 
3928226. I am specifically requesting any email from the following personnel regarding this particular 
case from November 2011 to present day [this should, at a minimum, include LtCol Brent Hatch (99 
CPTS/CC), MSgt Eva Rodgers (99 CPTS/FMF), and Ms. Stephanie Sperry (99 CPTS/FMFC)]. I have 
received conflicting information from the 99 CPTS and DFAS-IN regarding my case. LtCol Hatch and MSgt 
Rodgers have refused requests to discuss my situation. The final email I received from LtCol Hatch said 
he considers this case closed. Additionally, I am requesting the transcripts from the CMS regarding Case 
Number 3928226. I was initially told by MSgt Rodgers I was not authorized to see this information. She 
later said I could see the information on vMPF under the CMS section. Since 99 CPTS has elected to not 
re-open my case, I am no longer able to view the communication between the 99 CPTS and the Financial 
Service Center in Ellsworth AFB, SD. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-05254-F Gregos, Jeffrey 8/1/2012 Original proposal fo the NACTS system to the funding agency. System objectives and a list of NACTS sites 
with their locations aroung the Nevada Test and Training Range (NTTR)

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-05255-F Starling, Donald 8/29/2012 Copy of investigation directed by Col Dustin P. Smith regarding requestor 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-05289-F Prine, Todd 8/2/2012 Request all documents regarding January 2009 Family Advocacy file regarding my name. Will accept
redacted records without privacy act information included. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-05310-F Webster, Anita 8/3/2012 All documents related to an incident that occurred on 13 December 2011 that resulted in a No Contact 
Order that was signed on March 16 2012 by Capt Prine 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-05392-F Hilton, David 8/8/2012 Can you please identify some structures in the desert north of Creech AFB. The structure is inside the 
Nellis Test and Training Range. It is approximately 15.38 miles north of the main entrance of Creech AFB. 
It is a tan colored rectangle, and 3 white oval objects. Could you please identify what each of these 
objects are? If possible I would like to get close photographs of these objects, and the area. Its 
coordinates in Google Maps are: 36°48'07.75" N 115°40'31.94 W. It can be viewed on Google Maps at 
this address: https://maps.google.com/maps?h l=en&q=36%C2%B048%2707.75%22+N 
+115%C2%B040%2731.94+W&ie=UTF- 8 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-05447-F Pumphrey, Eric 8/10/2012 This FOIA request is for 42d Attack Squadron at Creech AFB NV, Lt Col Pringle, Commander. I am 
requesting information regarding the Unit Program Coordinator (UPC) job hiring for 42d Attack Squadron, 
AFPC Announcement #ID 696445. MSgt Burkett, first sergeant, notified me via email on 9 Aug 2012 that 
the unit commander already selected applicant. The information I am requesting is as follows (4 items 
each). 1. The name of the person who was selected for the UPC job. 2. A resume copy of the person who 
was selected for the UPC job. 3. The interview checklist or notes taken by Lt Col Pringle (during the 
interview) for the person who was selected for the UPC job. 4. The interview checklist or notes taken by 
Lt Col Pringle (during the interview) on myself for the UPC job. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-05537-F Hill, Octavious 8/15/2012 Family Advocacy Documents in regards to Octavious Hill and two minor children,Tatyanna Hill & Donovan 
Hill. Capt Shannon Roman, Eileen DeLespinasse



ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-05699-F Burns, Kel 8/22/2012 The item Im looking for is the most recent Public Accountant Contract Audit (PACA) report involving the 
Nellis Golf Course to include audit results and any auditor recommendations to the applicable Nellis Air 
Force managers.

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-05831-F Cassidy, 
Bradley

8/28/2012 I placed an IG complaint in August of 2011. I would like a copy of the results. The complaint was for 
vehicle missuse. The complaint was about a spousal tour from Nellis AFB to Creech AFB. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-06015-F Lewis, Michelle 9/10/2012 I request a complete copy of the investigation report (to include copies of all exhibits and statements 
referenced in the report) regarding my husband, Lt Col Mark Christopher Lewis, 493-92-9993, 30 RS, 
Creech AFB, NV. The investigation was completed by Investigating Officer Lt Col Eric Johnson in August 
2012.

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-06086-F Brasier, Alison 9/13/2012 Documents related to barrier engagement at Nellis Air Force Base on August 9, 2007 at Nellis Air Force 
base involving civilian, Rosalita Christman, and former US Protect employee, James Santora. See 
attached document for specific requests.

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-06321-F KISH, 
CHRISTINE

9/26/2012 Personal 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2012-06344-F Gafni, Matthias 9/27/2012 NOTE: Only address portion that relates to Nellis. All correspondence between the Air Force/Air Force 
Real Property Office/Nellis Air Force Base and the Seeno family and/or Wingfield Nevada Group (the 
company they own) re: a proposed land swap of the Coyote Springs development near Las Vegas, 
Nevada and the Concord Naval Weapons Station in Concord, CA, a Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission site. We've already reported that the two sides had discussions about swapping 
the land, we are just looking to get copies of the correspondence between the two parties. As 
background, the Air Force Real Property Office and Nellis Air Force Base officials met w/ Coyote Springs 
officials (the ownership group is Wingfield Nevada Group) on Oct. 25, 2010. The co-owners of Wingfield 
Nevada Group are Albert Seeno Jr., Albert Seeno III and Thomas Seeno. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2013-00047-P Ziemak, Sina 10/29/2012 I would like the full Family Advocacy File and the Central Registry Board incident determination file 
concerning incident 20120240---Emotional maltreatment of Maj Sina Ziemak by Maj Joshua Ziemak. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2013-00555-F Ziemak, Sina 11/2/2012 There was an investigation conducted on my ex-husband, Major Joshua Ziemak, by Brent D. Bott, Inv, 
USAF, Criminal Investigator, 99 SFS/S2I, Nellis AFB, NV 89191 in April 2012. If possible I would like any 
and all documents related to this investigation. I am also requesting any and all documents related to the 
investigation on Major Joshua Ziemak involving an alcohol related incident and his obstructing an official 
investigation while he was deployed to Manas, Kyrgyzstan in 2009. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2013-00585-F bishop, jenna 10/31/2012 Commander Directed Investigation Into Allegations of Unprofessional Conduct, Cruelty and Maltreatment,
Creating a Hostile Work Environment and Unwanted Sexual Advances. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2013-00597-F Page II, Joseph 11/1/2012 Digital copies of photos used inside the following titled document: "The History of the World War II 
Tonopah Army Air Field, Nevada." By Tracy Henderson-Elder and Keith Myhrer, Archaeologists Published 
Sept 2010 (revision of 2009 edition) POC is 99 Civil Engineering Squadron/Asset Management Flight 
(99CES/CEANS) Would like photos kept at highest resolution and burned onto DVD-ROM 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2013-00747-F Dreeszen, 
Jacque

11/13/2012 Nellis AFB Organizational Phone directory 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2013-00935-F Arnu, Joerg 11/26/2012 All future dates of upcoming Red Flag exercises, participating units with respective country of origin, 
objectives of exercise and scheduled sortie times. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2013-00941-F douglas, 
frederick

11/26/2012 The statement i gave ssgt. casey murphy of the incident that took place on nov. 8 2012 he ask me 
frederick douglas several question of what happen an why i had possession of marijuana in my work 
truck, I told him in my statement it was not mine, it was my brothers bag an that i took the wrong bag 
when i left the house that morning, when i notice it, I put the bag under the seat an forgot about it until 
they found it during afb search.

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2013-00963-F Peteri, Dennis 11/27/2012 In preparation for an article in our magazine 'Scramble', we would like to know which units will particpate 
in both Red Flag 13-2 and Red Flag 13-3. 

ACC Cunningham, 
Susan

2013-01434-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

12/24/2012 Relevant to all contracts held by Nellis Air Force Base with SunPower, we would like the following: 1. All 
contracts and related documents 2. Copy of PPA 3. Any attendant "in kind services", land rights (lease, 
easements, right of ways) associated with the project. 4. Copy of Enhanced Lease Agreement (EUL) 

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Nellis AFB NV (99 CS) ' : 55�



ACC Hay, Robert 2012-00133-A Sheehan, Julie 6/28/2012 FOIA request Case 2012-2283. I received the information but there were huge sections that had been 
blocked out instead of just a word or 2. There were also several emails missing that I know exist because 
I have a few of them. I am requesting that the following emails be re-sent to me with the very minimum 
washed, not the entire sections. Also, there were no emails provided for the period of Jan 1 2011 - June 1 
2011 between the Leslie Karas and Debborah Adams. I am under the impression that these have been 
placed in a sub folder or have been placed on their H drive. Please have an IT person find these. I know 
they exist. The following are individual emails that need to be resent. email date time to/from from/to 
subj ect 3/16/2011 917 acc 55 fss/fsmc mdos/sgopb RE: Press Release 3/8/2011 1706 acc 55 fss/fsmc 
mdos/sgopb please provide the attachment associated with this email with only names and such redacted 
11/10/2010 4:58 PM acc 55 fss/fsmc mdos/sgopb 9/7/2011 2:51 PM mdos/sgopb 55 fss/fsmc out-
processing 6/23/ 2011 10:49 AM mdos/sgopb 55 fss/fsmc question on T-Con 5/17/2011 9:31 AM 
slhs.org mdos/sgopb re: hey hey 5/17/2011 9:29 mdos/sgopb 55 fss/fsmc RE: Tcons 3/5/2012 12:17 PM 
several people acc 55 fss/fsmc FOUO - FMLA Request 9/12/2011 4:54 PM dawson, patric acc 55 fss/fsmc 
step 4 grievance, sheehan removal 8/29/2011 4:14 PM dawson, patric acc 55 fss/fsmc removal for 
unsatisfactory performance - sheehan, juliet d. 3/21/2011 7:36 AM dawson, patric acc 55 fss/fsmc 
extension for sheehan grievance 3/15/2011 9:48 AM dawson, patric acc 55 fss/fsmc step 3 grievance - 
sheehan, juliet d 3/14/2012 11:20 AM dawson, patric acc 55 fss/fsmc teleconference 3/12/ 2012 12:03 
dawson, patric acc 55 fss/fsmc update 5/10/2011 10: 21 AM bacon, donald acc 55 fss/fsmc RE: meeting 
3/21/2011 10:26 dawso n, patric acc 55 fss/fsmc Lava Hot 3/16/2011 11:38 AM bacon, donald acc 55 
fss/fsmc afge - design teams 3/15/2011 12:35 PM bacon, donald acc 55 fss/fsmc Conversation with 
2/24/2011 4:08 allshouse, michael acc 55 fss/fsmc sheehan 10/18/2010 4 :04 PM dawson, patric acc 55 
fss/fsmc thank you for the meeting 3/30/2011 5:23 PM mdos/sgogo with cc to mdos/sgopf acc 55 
fss/fsmc within grade increase 2/1/2011 8:27 cummin gs, mark adams, debborah performance meeting 
1/12/2011 9:52 cummin gs, mark adams, debborah confirmation 11/16/2 010 2:17 PM susan dedick 
time off award stuff 9/16/2011 unknown unkno wn dawson, patrick in writing please 6/13/2011 2:11 PM 
mdos/sgopb acc 55 fss/fsmc leave for AWOL substitution - sheehan Also missing were all emails from/to 
mark cummings and Leslie Karas. 

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-01392-F Smith, Austin 1/9/2012 requesting all documents and records pertaining to me from the Family Advocacy Clinic. 

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-01543-F Mise, Sylvia 1/17/2012 requesting the page of the pregnancy questionary that asks about domestic violence filed in February 
2010

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-01591-F Elliston, Jon 1/20/2012 All unit histories and and annual reports for two Asheville, North Carolina-based Air Force weather units, 
for the respective timeframes listed below: Air Force Combat Climatology Center, from 1998 to 2007. 
14th Weather Squadron, from 2007 to the present.

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-01764-F Stanton, James 1/30/2012 Request for any and all contracts between the USAF or appropriate government agency with Vesa Health 
& Technology for medical services, in particular, podiatry, for active duty personnel, retired personnel, 
and their dependents at Offutt AFB medical facilities during the year of 2011. The request includes, but is 
not limited to, a copy of the contract awarded to Vesa for providing podiatry examinations and treatment. 

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-01765-F Stanton, James 1/30/2012 Request for any and all contracts between the USAF or appropriate government agency with Chenega, 
LLC for Base Security Services at Offutt AFB to include the month of February 2010. The request includes, 
but is not limited to, a listing of duties and responsibilities of the Air Force and Chenega LLC in the 
performance of the contract.

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-01770-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

1/30/2012 Relevant to FA460008D9005 we seek the 1. contract 2. all mods 3. all task / delivery orders 4. Agency 
Source Selection Decision Document Please provide fee estimate, since it could be significant. Thanks 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-01771-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

1/30/2012 Relevant to FA460008D9002 we seek the 1. contract 2. all mods 3. all task / delivery orders 4. Agency 
Source Selection Decision Document Please provide fee estimate, since it could be significant. Thanks 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-01772-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

1/30/2012 Relevant to FA460008D9003 we seek the 1. contract 2. all mods 3. all task / delivery orders 4. Agency 
Source Selection Decision Document Please provide fee estimate, since it could be significant. Thanks 

Primary User Group : ACC - Offutt AFB NE (55 CS)



ACC Hay, Robert 2012-01773-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

1/30/2012 Relevant to FA460008D9004 we seek the 1. contract 2. all mods 3. all task / delivery orders 4. Agency 
Source Selection Decision Document Please provide fee estimate, since it could be significant. Thanks 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-01774-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

1/30/2012 Relevant to FA460008D9001 we seek the 1. contract 2. all mods 3. all task / delivery orders 4. Agency 
Source Selection Decision Document Please provide fee estimate, since it could be significant. Thanks 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-01775-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

1/30/2012 Relevant to FA460008D9000 we seek the 1. contract 2. all mods 3. all task / delivery orders 4. Agency 
Source Selection Decision Document Please provide fee estimate, since it could be significant. Thanks 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-02367-F Darnell, 
Matthew

2/28/2012 Dear FOIA Officer, This is a request for information under the Freedom of Information Act. Please provide 
a list of all services being performed at Offutt AFB under the Service Contract Act. Please include the 
name and contact information of the contractor performing the service. Please provide the contract 
number and time period for each contract. Please state whether the contracted service is being paid 
under a collective bargaining agreement or an Area Wage Determination. If paid under a collective 
bargaining agreement, please identify the Union. I am willing to pay for duplication charges in excess of 
100 pages. If you deny any part of this request, please cite each specific reason that you think justifies 
your refusal to release the information. Also, please notify me of appeal procedures available under the 
law. If you have any questions processing this request, you may contact me by phone, mail or electronic 
mail. You may also utilize mail or electronic mail to provide the information. Sincerely, Matthew Darnell 
IUOE North/Central Region 7745 Tunnel Hill Rd. Goreville, IL 62939 Phone: (202) 302-8049 Email: 
mdarnell@iuoe.org

ACC Moldenhauer, 
Vickie

2012-02412-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

2/28/2012 Relevant to FA877104D0008 6U19 we seek the NETCENTS ORDER 6U19 with applicable pricing and 
SOW/PWS

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-02419-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

2/28/2012 Relevant to FA877104D0004 6U09 we seek the NETCENTS ORDER 6U09 with applicable pricing and 
SOW/PWS

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-02457-F Darnell, 
Matthew

2/28/2012 the record(s) and/or document(s) in which the Offutt AFB contracting office maintains that identifies the 
current service contracts and/or service contractors on the Base. This document typically may contain all 
or some of the following information: contracted services, contract effective dates, contractor, whether a 
Collective Bargaining Agreement or Area Wage Determination is applicable, identifies the particular Union 
if a CBA is in place, etc. 

ACC Moldenhauer, 
Vickie

2012-02691-F Santos, Rose 2/27/2012 Seeking clearly releasable portions of responsive records pertaining to Mods 1 & 14-18 and Delivery
Orders 1-588, 591-619, 621-626, 628-645 for contract SPO700-00-D3180 

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-02784-F Fleck, Lesly 3/19/2012 I would like to please make a FOIA request over the records of my deceased father, Col. Delmore P. 
Wood, #4835, for the time he/we were stationed at Offutt, approximately 1959/60 to 1961/62. He 
retired out of Offut AB about 1962. 

ACC Moldenhauer, 
Vickie

2012-02890-F Walker, John 3/23/2012 Weve got a case involving a civilian contractor who alleges an injury in Afghanistan at Forward Operating 
Base Shouz (FOB Shouz) in November 2011. The next nearest town is Herat, Afghanistan. But Shouz is 
more in the mountains and the weather may be very different. We need to know the weather for that 
month in Shouz. We need basic weather information from October 1, 2011 to, and including November 
30, 2011. Specifically, we need (a) the high temperature each day; (b) the low temperature each day; 
and (c) the average daily relative humidity at or near FOB Shouz. Additional information (wind speed, 
direction, barometric pressure, etc.) is ok to include, but we dont need it. 

ACC Moldenhauer, 
Vickie

2012-03122-F Egan, Myrtle 4/2/2012 Orders issued to member for TDY to Guam for the time period of 1970-1973 

ACC Moldenhauer, 
Vickie

2012-03304-F Horsey, Kandice 4/23/2012 Decease Member Case File (Celeste Horsey) 

ACC Moldenhauer, 
Vickie

2012-03434-F Dreeszen, 
Jacqueline

4/25/2012 Base Telephone Directory and Organizational Chart 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-03545-F Apprich, Robert 5/9/2012 Seeking copy of a 2004 Colonoscopy procedure conducted at Ehrling Berquist Hospital 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-03578-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

4/12/2012 Relevant to FA460012D0001, we seek recent performance reports and award fee letters, contract and 
most recent modifications 



ACC Hay, Robert 2012-03579-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

4/12/2012 Relevant to FA460005C0002, recent performance reports and award fee letters, contract and most recent 
modifications

ACC Moldenhauer, 
Vickie

2012-03580-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

4/12/2012 Relevant to FA460008D0001, we seek recent performance reports and award fee letters, contract and 
most recent modifications 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-03648-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

4/25/2012 Relevant to FA460005C0003, we seek: * Recent performance reports and award fee letters, * contract * 
all modifications after 58 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-03742-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

5/4/2012 Relevant to FA460005C0003, we seek * Recent performance reports and award fee letters, * contract * 
all modifications after 58 

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-03815-F Thompson, 
Jessica

5/10/2012 Request all documents related to design/installation of a skateboard park/facility to Offutt AFB between 
2000 and present.

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-03872-F Guenzel, 
Cameron

5/14/2012 Seeking copies of reports and photographs of accident at Offutt AFB on 20 Dec 09. 

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-04369-F Dorland, Liz 6/13/2012 Through the Freedom of Information Act, I am formally requesting all communication regarding "Offutt 
Air Force Base", "Offutt AF", "Brigadier General Donald Bacon", "Brig Gen Bacon", "Bellevue" or "Security 
Breach". I'm requesting the correspondence between the dates of June 1, 2012 to June 7, 2012. If you 
have any questions, please call me at 402-350-2106. 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-04423-F Sheehan, Julie 6/13/2012 Please provide the following with names and social security numbers washed and redacted. I am 
requesting the total amount of funds used for bonuses on or about June 1 2012 for FY 2011 for all 
employess who work at Offutt AFB. I would like the total amount, and than this number broken down into 
at least the following sub-catagories: amount per squadren, than the GS or WG level along with the core 
document number of the individual and the amount of the bonus in dollars and time off awards. The 
example of this is below: Total bonus amount for Offutt civilian government employees $500.000 MDG 
$50,000 SGOGN $2,000 GS 9 step 10 job code 0610 $200 GS 9 step 10 job code 0610 $250 GS 7 step 3 
job code 0620 $150 This is used as an example only. 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-04452-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

6/5/2012 Winning contractor, contract number, task order number, award date, expiration date and value for 
contract E200385 

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-04957-F Allgaier, 
Jennifer

7/16/2012 Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Centurion Research Solutions requests (pdf soft copy 
if available) of the contract SP0700-03-D-1380. 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-05279-F Faires, Zachary 8/2/2012 documents/reports containing information for any and all boilers, including active, inactive, exempt, 
scrapped and nonexistent, located at the following location. In particular, Also requesting the 
manufacturer of each boiler and the year the boiler was installed and if removed (if applicable) between 
1965 and 1982.

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-05452-F Guidos, Lori 8/7/2012 Clearly Releasable portions of record pertianing to source selection decision documents and selection 
debriefing slides for contract FA460008-D-0002 

ACC Hay, Robert 2012-05453-F Guidos, Lori 8/7/2012 Clearly releasable portions of CPAR assessments for solicitation FA4600-12-R-0013

ACC Babe, Steven 2012-06380-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

10/1/2012 Relevant to FA460004C0010, we seek CSCs 2004 proposal submitted for contract # FA460004C0010 
***Clearly Releasable OK 

ACC Babe, Steven 2013-00595-F Barnes-Josiah, 
Debora

11/1/2012 Under the FOIA, the Nebraska Child Death Review Team is requesting information from the Family 
Advocacy Office pertaining to the minor child DAVIS, Ashlynn (dob=7/21/2006), daughter of DAVIS, 
Jeffrey (dob=2/11/1969; SSN=423-96-1292) and DAVIS, Danielle (dob=9/18/1976). Please send all 
clearly releasable information prior to her death 9/30/2009 in Cincinnati 

ACC Babe, Steven 2013-00866-F Marsh, Ellen 11/19/2012 I am interested in obtaining either an organizational chart or telephone directory for Offuit AFB in order to 
market our training capabilities to the correct organizations.

ACC Moldenhauer, 
Vickie

2013-01335-F Koebele, David 12/12/2012 Confinement Records at Offutt AFB for the time periods of 11 Sep 08 - Oct 2008 

ACC Hay, Robert 2013-01339-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

12/18/2012 Relevant to F2560003R0006, we seek - CSC Winning Proposal including Technical Proposal and Cost 
Proposal

ACC Gary, Sharette 2012-01674-F Hardison, 
Danny

1/23/2012 Metropolitan Reporting Bureau is requesting a copy of an accident/incident report for Hardison,Danny. 
Incident occured 01/17/12

Primary User Group : ACC - Seymour Johnson AFB NC (4 CS)

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Offutt AFB NE (55 CS) ' : 44�



ACC Gary, Sharette 2012-01800-F chamberlain, 
jacob

1/30/2012 i need to get all reports for myself Jacob K Chamberlain and my wife Amanda L Chamberlain from 
security forces and family advocacy. need to find out who falsely reported us to social services for child 
abuse. we have a right to know who acused us. 

ACC Gary, Sharette 2012-02715-F chamberlain, 
amanda

3/14/2012 i need to get security forces blotters and reports about me from OCT 2011 to DEC 2011. i know there 
was a few on and around NOV 17 2011. need all the reports and blotters. 

ACC Gary, Sharette 2012-02990-F Stackhouse, 
Phillip

3/30/2012 Information pertaining to DUI/DWI from the 4th Fighter Wing and administrative separations resulting 
from DUI/DWI.

ACC Gary, Sharette 2012-03522-F Bugayova, 
Iryna

5/9/2012 This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. § 552). I request that a copy of the 
following documents be provided to me: Contract itself for Operations and Maintenance of the Base 
Telecommunications System (BTS) at Seymour Johnson AFB, NC. All Modifications All Attachments CLIN 
Structure Contract Value for base year and all options The contract was awarded on March 6, 2012, under
NAICS code 517110 Wire Telecommunications Carriers. Contract award number is FA8773-12-D-0003. 
Contract award dollar amount is $3,432,662.42. Contract was awarded to O-Tech Solutions, LLC, DUNS # 
612560958. In order to help you determine my status for the purpose of assessing fees, you should know 
that I am affiliated with a private business and am seeking information for use in the companys business. 
I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $100. If you estimate that the fees will 
exceed this limit, please inform me first. I also include a telephone number at which I can be contacted if 
necessary to discuss any aspect of my request. 

ACC Gary, Sharette 2012-03527-F Smith, Henry 4/11/2012 Please provide me with all available releasable records regarding the contract with the Master 
Concessionaire for the 2011 Wings Over Wayne Open House. These records should specifically include, 
without limitation, a) a copy of any invitation to bid/bid specifications or requirements, or any similar 
document which would provide guidance to prospective bidders, b) a copy of the contract which was 
actually executed, c) a recap showing the actual sales at the show, d) any records showing menu items 
and pricing and e) a copy of all bids submitted. These records are requested for the purpose of helping us 
understand the process and scale of this event so that a group of local vendors can present a bid. Thank 
you for your prompt response. 

ACC Gary, Sharette 2012-03708-F Bugayova, 
Iryna

5/1/2012 This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. § 552). I request that a copy of the 
following documents be provided to me: Contract itself for Operations and Maintenance of the Base 
Telecommunications System (BTS) at Seymour Johnson AFB, NC. All Modifications All Attachments CLIN 
Structure Contract Value for base year and all options The contract was awarded on March 6, 2012, under
NAICS code 517110 Wire Telecommunications Carriers. Contract award number is FA8773-12-D-0003. 
Contract award dollar amount is $3,432,662.42. Contract was awarded to O-Tech Solutions, LLC, DUNS # 
612560958. In order to help you determine my status for the purpose of assessing fees, you should know 
that I am affiliated with a private business and am seeking information for use in the companys business. 
I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $100. If you estimate that the fees will 
exceed this limit, please inform me first. I also include a telephone number at which I can be contacted if 
necessary to discuss any aspect of my request. Sincerely, Iryna Bugayova, Engineering Quantum 
Technology Group, LLC (O) 704-255-6145 x2224 (F) 800-928-5430 ibugayova@qtg-ll c.com 

ACC Gary, Sharette 2012-04446-F Blumberg, 
Jonathan

6/14/2012 We are seeking all releasable information with regard to TSgt Steven Charles Schrock - SSN 352-52-
7063; DOB: 03/20/1956. Specifically, we are seeking documentation as to any court-martial or legal 
charges/trials/convictions against TSgt Schrock, including, but not limited to matters involving minor - 
Courtney Ellis (Sloan) (on or about 1989-1990 in Gulf Breeze Florida) and Tina Wilson (on or about 
December 18, 1999-2000; charges of Felony Attempted 2nd Degree Rape, Felony 2nd Degree Sexual 
Offense, and Felony Crimes Against Nature). TSgt Steven Charles Schrock entered the AF on 8-16-1982 
in Chicago IL; and retired from the Air Force - Reg AF on 5-31-2003 from Pope AFB, NC (nka Ft. Bragg) 

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Seymour Johnson AFB NC (4 CS) ' : 8�
Primary User Group : ACC - Shaw AFB SC (20 CS)



ACC Gordy, Jeff 2012-01507-F Aebert, Amy 1/17/2012 Requesting GPC listing 

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2012-02414-F Fronckowiak, 
Julie

2/28/2012 Relevant to FA877104D0003 C9B5 we seek the NETCENTS ORDER C9B5 with applicable pricing and 
SOW/PWS

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2012-02642-F Patton, George 3/9/2012 Contract FA4803-12-Q-B047, Pump and Haul Waste Water from Wateree Rec Area - asking for 1- 
Previuos/incumbent contract number, 2- total award amount, base plus option or just base award. 

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2012-03042-F O'Connor, 
Douglas

4/3/2012 GPC Card listing 

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2012-03357-F Schultz, David 4/26/2012 Request documents related to 2012 Shawfest Airshow 

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2012-03457-F Dawkins, 
Tanganita

5/3/2012 Requesting releaseable portions of her and her dependents family advocacy records 

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2012-03803-F Brown, 
Rosemarie

5/16/2012 military records \ On 14 May 12 mbr modified request to accept any releasable documents from unit's 
(CES) Commander, 1st Sgt, Security Forces to include no contact orders and any reports of investigations
in regard to domestic disputes or violence. I explained to her that if she wanted to see if OSI had any 
records I emailed their contact information. She was briefed that the discharge papers were his 
information and was protected by the Privacy Act. 

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2012-04351-F Rosenberger, 
Rob

6/8/2012 Req directive given to gate guards telling them to divert all pickups with toolboxes to the contractor gate 

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2012-05514-F Robinson, 
William

8/14/2012 Family Advocacy records for requester and dependent children 

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2012-06183-F Wibaldie, Steve 9/18/2012 I would like to request the AIB report for A-10A 81-0993. It took off from nellis and crashed on 06 DEC 
92 in the south west part of las vegas. Pilot was captian Byron L Greer. 

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2013-00076-F Snyder, Peter 10/2/2012 Request information related to the below incidents that occurred, Shaw AFB, from Jun 1, 1998 through 
Aug 1, 2000. I was stationed at Shaw during this timeframe and need belwo information related to a VA 
compensation application. I would believe that police reports, base newspaper accounts, etc. might be 
able to provide the information. I only need a single copy of documentation that supports evidence of the 
event(s) listed. This should significantly reduce cost and would be no more than 100 pages. I am willing 
to pay the below stated amount towards cost if exceeding the two hours and 100 copies figure for FOIA. 
The events needed are: 1. Attempted suicide by airman (reserve sq) Jun 1998 - Oct 1998 timeframe 2. 
Death of a dormitory Airman. Two airmen were drinking, wrestling, and one died. Jul 1998 - Dec 1998 
timeframe 3. Electrocuetion death of a civilain CES employee. Sept 1998 - Sept 1999 4. Suicide of airman 
near base pool. Sept 1998 - Jan 2000 

ACC Gordy, Jeff 2013-00954-F Horsman, Ryan 11/26/2012 Requesting Letters of Intent from 1993 to 2007 submitted by United Van Lines, LLC, Transportation 
Services Group, Inc., UniGroup, Inc., and/or Mayflower Transit, LLC to provide shipping services into and 
out of Shaw AFB SC. 

ACC Stine, David 2012-03450-F Davis, Mary 5/14/2012 pertaining to project runway 14-32 - bid requests and specifications - contractor bids and awards 

ACC Stine, David 2012-03610-F Hollis, Casie 4/19/2012 I am requesting any releasable communications and/or documentation submitted to the Air Force in 
response to RFI No. FA819-AWAICS, which was issued on or around August 1, 2005. 

ACC Stine, David 2012-06061-F Houchins, 
Deborah

9/17/2012 This is a FOIA request. Request all releaseable information regarding the employment of Todd M. 
Houchins at Tyndall AFB FL. Information desired includes: (1) date of any interviews necessary to obtain 
employment, (2) date member was contacted regarding acceptance to that position, (3) date orders to 
Tyndall AFB were placed in personnel system, (4) date orders were officially accepted by member, and 
(5) any written statements made by the member regarding EFMP clearance necessary to transfer to 
Tyndall AFB FL, to include appeal statements. Records may be found digitally at Tyndall AFB or at AFPC. 

ACC Stine, David 2013-00532-F McCollum, Ben 10/26/2012 Please send a complete base directory for Tyndall AFB, including all unit, squadron and tenant unit 
listings. DSN and commercial phone numbers. 

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Shaw AFB SC (20 CS) ' : 12�
Primary User Group : ACC - Tyndall AFB, Florida



ACC Stine, David 2013-01258-F Wallace, Ryan 12/12/2012 Request all releasable mission documents from the Air Force Rescue Coordination Center (AFRCC) 
pertaining to Aircraft Distress Beacon missions (only completed missions, not incidences) between 1 
January 2006 and 31 December 2011. If possible, mission documents and released information should be 
limited to the following: type of ELT in operation (121.5 MHz, 406 MHz, GPS aided 406 MHz, or 
None/Inoperative ELT), application of cellular phone forensic procedures (use or non-use), application of 
radar forensic procedures (use or non-use), and mission duration. If other documents provide the above 
information, the requester is willing to accept consolidated records that contain line-item summaries of 
the information (i.e. Excel spreadsheet of mission records with requested information), if available. The 
requester does not seek any personally identifiable information of individuals involved in any incident. The
requester is willing to accept documents in a downloadable PDF format or other electronic media format 
convenient to the providing agency. 

ACC Stine, David 2013-01363-F Beach, Richard 12/18/2012 The USAF Rescue Coordination Center (AFRCC) responded to the search for a private aircraft, N800RW, a 
Cirrus SR22, on 16 November 2012 near Show Low, AZ, piloted by Robert Wolff on a flight from 
Durango, CO to Nogales, AZ. The pilot encountered a loss of engine power and maneuvered the aircraft 
towards an open field and deployed a ballistic parachute recovery system that lowered the aircraft under 
canopy to the ground. The pilot was unable to contact FAA air traffic control by radio, so he manually 
activated the ELT and contacted the GlobalStar 911 operator by satellite phone. The pilot was 
conferenced with a AFRCC specialist who took the GPS location coordinates from the pilot. The AFRCC 
specialist also helped the pilot locate his misplaced mobile phone by calling it repeatedly until the pilot 
succeeded in locating it within the plane. Using the mobile phone, the pilot contacted local 911 
dispatcher, who helped effect contact with law enforcement personnel on the ground on a road about a 
mile away from the aircraft wreckage. However, the time involved from notifying FAA Albuquerque Center 
of the emergency until rescue took approximately two hours, despite the pilot providing precise GPS 
coordinates of his location. Due to the unique safety feature of the ballistic parachute recovery system, 
Cirrus pilots are likely to survive inflight emergencies but require search coordination to provide medical 
services and rescue extraction. The Cirrus Owners and Pilots Association seeks transcripts of the AFRCC 
communications with the pilot and any agencies involved in the search for N800RW. We also are seeking 
the procedures used by the AFRCC for requesting and receiving location information from aircraft ELT 
transmissions, FAA ATC radar locations, or similar sources. 

ACC Stine, David 2013-01390-F Hicks, Jennifer 12/20/2012 I request all privacy act and FOIA information IAW with AFI 33-332 concerning all AIr Force Official 
cooresponsdance generated to or from Lt Col Phillip Cover regarding Jennifer Hicks. Time frame for 
documents requested is from January 2010 to the present time December 2012. This search for records 
is to include blackberry, computer, etc.(any official media).Thank you. 

Total No of Requests for 'ACC - Tyndall AFB, Florida ' : 26�




